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Five persons received injuries at 10:30 a.m. this morning in a two car collision at the
intersection of Meadow Lane
and Henry in Murray.
Investigating officeriLsaid
that a 1970 two door driven by
Brenda Higgins of Benton Route

Five was traveling east on
Henry Street and failed to stop
at the intersection.
Officers said that the Higgins
auto smashed into a 1967 four
door station wagon driven by 20
year old Gail Ann Lyons of 1407
Henry Street, who was

Area Men Charged-lit
Falsely Identifying Leaf
Four area men are facing
The second count charges
federal grand jury indictments that 882 pounds were sold under
in Paducah charging them with the same circumstances on
falsely identifying burley Dec. 16, 1969. Trial for Beasley
tobacco at the time of sale. The and Evans was set for Oct. 23.
alleged violations occurred in
Adams is charged with four
1969 and 1970 at tobacco instances of illegally identifying
warehouses in Mayfield.
both passengers in the Higgins
(See Area Men,Page 12)
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head
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of
Hospital spokesmen here said that both were is satisfactory condition.
tobacco warehouse. They were
Sian Photo By Gene McCutcheou
Also injured in the accident were Brenda Higgins, driver of the second auto in
identified in the indictments as
Robert H. Kemp, Lynn Grove
Workshop
Choral Music
12 counts) and James R.
Adams, Farmington (four
Scheduled At University
wits).
Conviction on each count
41r. Colleen J. Kirk, professor could carry a penalty of 1)0,000
of music and director of the fine, five years in prison, or
Choral Union at Florida State
TIM ASSOCIATED PRESS vine, drowned Saturday night University, will be the guest both.
Beasley, Doran, Kemp and
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have entered pleas of
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president, of the Callow$7.
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Judge Charles M. Allen in
help pay for 125,000 free parking meeting held Thursday at the officials recovered the bodies of ered Sunday. The search was to 18-20.
All four had their
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House.
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two other persons who had resume today for the body
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County. His trail was set continue through Sunday.
Plans were finalized for the liam Crain speculated the driv- and Mrs. Oakley Peay.
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Don Nanny Named
President, Young
Democrats, at Meet

Two Persons Drown Over
Weekend at Lake Barkley

North Fork Church

Rural Telephone,.
Co-op Will HolcL___
Annual Gathering

Beauty Contest For
Children Planned
Item August 18 k

The Weather
ImEmmeamimm

traveling north on Meadow
Lane at the time of the crash.
The Lyons car was knocked
across the street and into a
creek, policemen said.
Three people in the Higgins'
auto received injuries.
• Jimmy Newsome, 10 year old
son of Ray Nsweorrie of Hazel,
was treatedimd released at the
Murray-Calloway Hospitalfor a
laceration to the lip. Brenda Higgins, the driver of
the auto, was treated and
released for an injury to ths
shoulder, hospital officials said.
David Lee, 10 year old son 01
Mrs. Higgins, received a head
injury and is listed in
satisfactory condition by officials of the Murray-Calloway
Hospital.
Another passenger in the
Higgins' auto, nine year old
Jimmy Elkins, son of Ray
Elkins of 920 North 18th, was not
injured, policemen said.
Gall Ann Lyons received a
fractured left arm and a
possible head injury, a
spokesman for the hospital said.
She was transferred to Lourdes
Hospital in Paducah.
Betty Lyons, mother of Gail
Ann Lyons, received a leg injury,a hospital official said. She
is also to be tranalerred to
Lourdes Hospital In Paducah.
listed
in
Both
were
satisfactory condition at the
Murray-Calloway Hospital.
Policemen said that the
Higgins' auto received major
damage to the front end while •
the Lyons' auto received
damage to the left front fender,
the left door and total damage
to the front end.
See Accidents, Page 12

Rangers To Travel
To Beech Bend Park
The Murray-Calloway
Rangers, ages 8 to 16, of the
Woodmen of the World will
travel to Beech Bend Park on
Wednesday, July 18. The group
will depart from the Murray
Municipal Parking Lot at 7
a.m and will return to the
parking lot at approximately 10
p.m. on the same day.
Transportation - will be
W.Tsitiii-rind
pies-sided byentry fees will be paid by
W.O.W. Food expense and
souvenler expense will be the
Ranger's responsibility, a
spokesman said.
The Woodman registration
and health form will have to be
completed and returned with
the parents' signature on or
before departure time the
spokesman said. Rangers who
have already completed the
form for 1973 will not need to
complete another form.
Reservations should be made
by noon Tuesday by calling Tom
Scruggs, 492-8459, James
Parker, 753-4377 or 753-1910,
Cynthia Hart, 753-0137 or
Loretta Jobs 711341/79.

Senior Citizens To _
Meet Wednesday
A meeting of the Senior
Citizens will be held at the
Community building, North 2nd
Street, on Wednesday, July 18,
at 1:30 p.m.
The projects for the day will
be making doorstops and
bookends from bricks and
dipping plastic flowers. All
materials will be furnished, a
spokesman said.
Transportation will be furnished on the Senior Citizens
minibus and those desiring a
ride are asked to call the Senior
Citizens office, 753-0929,
Wednesday morning.
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Sex And Seatbelts
Sorry about that headline. But would you have
read another editorial about "Seatbelts saves lives"
or "Buckle that belt"?
Of course not. We know we should use our seatbelts; it's just that we don't have the three seconds
to waste. Besides we probably won't have a wreck
today. .It's difficult to imagine a more glaring case
of human folly than our near-universal rejection of
seatbelts... The record is clear:
-About one driver in three regularly uses his lap_
Onein 25 uses his shoulder harness.
-Of the some 58,000 U.S. traffic deaths per year,
as many as 10,000 could be prevented by wearing
seatbelts.
-Since Australia made seatbelt use mandatory in
19
highway casualties have dropped 12 to 20 per

A

-According to a -Consumer Reports • sUrvey in
Washington, D.C., most car salesmen were only too
willing to accommodate potential buyers who
wanted the annoying buzzer-light seatbelt warning
disconnected.
The hardy band of auto-safety freaks who would
save us from ourselves has not been deterred by
what can only be described as a national aberration.
In coining years,cars will be equipped with seatbeltdependent ignitions and airbags. Given past performances, though, the American motorist will
almost certainly come up with some method of
neutralizing these would-be safety devices.
We may not be smart, but we are clever.Greenville (Miss.) Delta Democrat-Times

Miss Sandra Castello, daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Charles Costello; was named 1963 queen of the
Murray-Calloway County Fair. Miss Beverly
Lassiter, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Lassiter,
and Miss Jan Jones, daughter-ef-Drv and Mrs.
Conrad Jones, were named as attendants.
Deaths reported are Charlie Jetton Eaker of
Paris, Tenn., George F. Thompson of Puryear,
Tenn., Carol Marie Halvachs of East St. Louis,
age three, and Richard Smith of Chicago,ill., age 20,
the latter two by drowning in Kentucky Lake.
The Bank of Murray shows assests of
318,144,933.50-irtiMreport of condition at the clo
business on June 29, 1963.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh GrityFuqua and children have
returned to their home in Hillsdale, Ill., after a visit
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Fuqua
and Mrs. Lonia Eldridge.
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'-"the same fanatical nihilism is against the • debutiiiiithijr-liP
abroad in the avant-garde and fluence of hard core porunderground pornogryl ; ,Berapity.
while the phenomenon
'sexual revolution' belongs to --"k
the same naturalism which led
to Treblinka and Auschwitz.
How did pornography become
and
'protest'
part
of
'progressive politics' ?"
Prof. Ernest van den Haag of
Ends TUE.
New York University is author
of one of the most illuminating
essays in the book. He makes
clear how actions are influenced by ideas and ideal
models and relates pornography to gruesome crimes.
In one passage, Dr. van den
Haag, who specializes in
psychiatric studies, says: "I
believe that pornography
nearly always leads to sadistic
Starts WED. •
pornography. By definition,
Buford ir
pornography deindividualizes
"71se ladt"
and dehumanizes sexual acts;
wade
by eliminating all the contexts it
the
pay
reduces people simply to
for
bearers of impersonal sensations of pleasure and pain.
The dehumanization eliminates
It is interesting that only ill the empathy that restrains us
few weeks ago thereinto ultimately from sadism and
published in this country a non-consensual acts."
tremendously important and
Dr. van den Haag doesn't
useful book entitled "The Case builtale
to draw the logical
Gainst Pornography" ( The
conclusion tram his studies,
JOE DON OAKEN EIJZADETH HARTMAN
Library Press, Box 509, La asserting: "If we indulge
ROSEMARY MURPHY
Salle, Ill. $8.96)., edited by pornography, and do not allow
•
David Holbrook, a British censorship to restrict it, our
Tar
educator.
Cl,,.. lel.ssinv.
society at best will become ever
()otos Clow
In his introduction to this more coarse, brutal, anxious,
collection of essays on por- indifferent, deindividualized,
nography, Mr. Holbrook ob- hedonistic; at worst, its ethos
serves that "our failure to will disintegrate altoghter."
discriminate against porDr. Irving Kristol, editor of
THEA 1 t.
nography marks a deep failure The Public Interest, gives a
in our intellectual life." He similar analysis and reaches
Ends TUE.
points out that pornography is a the same conclusions. He notes
"hideous debasement of the that "the way we use our minds
He was the gangster's
human Image." Mr. Holbrook and imaginations shape our
acceptance of characters and help define us as
gangster!
relates the
pornography to the nihilism persons." He notes that,
Ben Johnson
*
reVealed in the Nazi movement historically, society
has
Cloris Leachman
*
a generation ago, saying that restricted cruel and debasing
spectacles. What is at stake in
the issue of pornography, Dr.
'Cristo' declares "is civilization
and humanity,nothing less. The
Idea that everything is perJuly 11, 1873
mitted' rests on the premise of
ADULTS..109
nihilism and nihilistic imAMERICAN PITEFINATIONAL P•ctu,e
NURSERY -0
plications." Dr. !Cristo', like
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Prof. van den Haag,follows his
Mrs. Virginia Lee Mangino
Starts WED
to their logical conand Baby Girl, D-3 Embassy ideas "Lest there be any
clusion.
The
Purr Int Zip A Dee
Murray.
Apts.,
misunderstanding as to what I
Doo
Bah Fun test'
am saying. I'll put it as bluntly
DISMISSALS
the
you
care
for
possbile:
if
as
Mrs. Justine Wrather Story,
Route 4, Murray, Miss Carey quality of life in our American
Daves, Box 277, Paris, democracy, then you have to be
4- Tenn., Master David Scott for centearshtp."
The majority at the U. S.
Adams, Route 7, Murray, Miss
Mary Ann Lowe, Box 33, Supreme Court apparently
Mayfield, Mrs. Charlotte Faye followed much the same line of
FlliltS, Route 8, Murray, Mrs. reasoning and displayed the
Joyce Faye Mohon, 1503 Kirk- same concern for civilized
wood Dr., Murray, Mrs. Mary values and the dignity of the
TECHNICOLOR.
Lavine Carter, 412 Wallace, human being. Only people inSikeston, Mo., Mrs. Josephine different to the quality of
Regina Miller, Route 6, Murray, human life can be dismayed at
Miss Heather Leigh Robinson, the Supreme Court's ruling
Route 1, Puryear, Tenn., Mrs.
Beverly Myers Bolen and Baby
Girl, Route 8, Benton, Mrs. Ben
r Helen Burkeen and Baby Boy,
Open 7:30-Start Dusk
"'Route 3, Cadiz, Herman
DRIVE
e
IN
Michael, Route 1, Murray, Mrs.
TONITE thru WED.
:
- Vera Hutchens, 1704 Miller St.,
Murray, Mrs. Flora Travis
403 Elm, Murray, Mrs.
IFrocie Mae Hornbuckle, 211
Pine St., Murray, Guy Wallace
Feezor, Route 1, ICirksey.
LEE

Crackdown On Porn
The extent to which the
Burger Court has moved away
from the permissivness of the
Warren Court is evidenced most
clearly in the Supreme Court's 5
to 4 decision restricting hard
core pornography.
In ruling that community
standards rather than national
standards may be used in
determining whether material
is obscene, the court has geven
state prosecutors a powerful
new weapon to control printed
and filmed filth. There's no
question of the meaning of the
courts decision, for Chief
Justice Burger, in writing the
majority opinion, noted that the
court "agreed on concrete
guidelines to isolate 'hard core'
pornography from expression
protected by the First Amon&
ment."
The Supreme Court's decision
is, therefore, a great victory for
decency and for respect for the
human personality.

DISAPPOINTING DECISION

Parochial-school aid snagged
"Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof." Once again that firm language of the First Amendment has
sealed off potential avenues of new
support for America's religious-oriented private schools.
The U.S. Supreme Court decisions
last week have brought disappointment to private and parochial school
systems which are struggling for
survival. They brought disappointment to parents whose desire to send
their children to nonpublic schools is
creating a double burden of rising
tuition and rising taxes for support
of a public school system they do not

religious use as paying for utilities
or custodial services, or even for
keeping records which the state demands. No matter how such subsidies are rationalized, writes Justice
Lewis F. Powell, the intention is "to
preserve and support religious-oriented institutions."
What the court seems to be saying
is that while the state accepts an obligation to see that children are educated, it has no obligation to assure
the survival of church-connected
school systems which are helping
the state meet that obligation. This

constitutional barrier could rob
American education of a rich source
of diversity if financial problems
patronize, They bring satisfaction, continue to take a toll of both private
of course, to the American Civil and parochial schools.
Private schools - sectarran and
Liberties Union and others who fear
that any diversion of public funds to
sectarian schools is a dangerous and

the educational contribution they

other - are worth saving, both for

intolerable violation of the principle

-make

to our society and, from the

of separation of church and state. taxpayers standpoint, because of the
The distinctions which the Su- impact on tax rates if the burden
oremeCourtis making in this thorny_they now assume is shifted to public
area of constitutional interpretation school systems.
The new Suprenie Court decisions
are extremely fine. The court has
rifled in the past that the First
Amendment does not stand in the

should not be taken as a final shutting of the door on a resolution of this
way of providing bus transportation problem. The "voucher system" of
to parochial school students or reim- educational finance, now being
bursing parents for their bus fare. It tested in some parts of the country,
has ruled that the state can supply might well leadto a new approach to
church-operated freedom of choice in education
textbooks
to
schools.
which could pass constitutional
Yet the court has now held in New muster.
York and Pennsylvania cases that
Separation of church and state is a
-tax deductions cannot be employed principle which America holds dear.

C 01171;4

Hospital Report

•&resell&

Wow..0.41•• vItA PaS1114•01l.. LO
0 WM Om,

Deaths reported are Mrs. Paul Parrott, age 33, of
MaYfield, and Bobby Gene Gray, age 16, Lebanon
tinction;who both drowned in KentuckyLake
as means alitimrsint Parents -11'he non-public schools-Which are
yesterday, Mrs. Bob Evans, age 48, Murray Route
for
the.cost_of private_ tuition, nor caught in a worsening economic
Five, and, Little Miss Donnie Mae Billington, age-can public funds be paid to a reli- squeeze are an asset which the na-four months, of Almo Route One. gious-oriented school for such non- tion should also prize.
Private James L. Smotherman isriowlltOfficers
Candidate School, Fort Belvior, Va, He entered the According to Boyle ...
c Army on February 18 of this year and is the son of
a Mr. and Mrs. Terry Smotherman of Murray.
Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky., shows assets of
' $3,626,101.80, according to the report of condition as
T
•.
July 12, 1973
Asia
of June 30, 1953. .
ADULTS..98
Miss Juanita Williams, daughtet of Mrs. P. E. 111
nd VOICeiS
I
"'NURSERY..6
BoyLE
- Williamsof blutray;and-Robort.,Edwin-SparksysonNEWBORN ADMISSIONS
duck, almost every kind of aniDISMISSALS
NEW YORK (AP) - Whose early and was a Borscht Ben mal, a flashlight battery, a penof Mrs. Clarence Sparks- of - Leidngtonl M. were-Mrs.
Martha Jane Key,
voice have you heard most of- comic at Catskill mountain re- dl, an electric toaster, and
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Ii Swift Is A Man Of A
Allen
moon
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**RETURN
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ten on television?
sorts. He did night club shows
It well might be that of Allen and appeared with stars such
Swift, but you wouldn't know it. as Eddie Cantor and Bob Hope
_He rarely speaks as himself,
in the early days of television.
Known as "'The man of a
"I was doing pretty well as a
thousand voices," Swift has part-time comedian, part-time
Then said Jesus unto Peter, Put up thy sword into
been everything from a bath- magician and part-time shingle
the sheath; the cup which my Father hath given me,
room plunger to a chocolate salesman when I got my big
peanut in some 56,000 TV corn- break," he recalled.
-OMIT not drink Itirohn'18:IT. ----'
mercials over the last 20 years.
That came when he was
Jesus was content to abide by God's will. Why
of G. hired to take over as Howdy
He
can't we toe
ewight D.
DalsowasEisenhower
v
the Doody when the people who did
film,"The Longest Day."
the voices on that popular teleThe dean of perhaps 18 top vision puppet show walked out
professional men and women in in a salary dispute.
this specialized form of audito
"Learning to talk like Howdy
by Carl Riblet Jr.
ry art, Swift is an ex-cimic Doody was the toughest job I
There is this to say about marriage: most people who looks more like a flowing- ever had," he said. "I had only
symphony cello
a weekend to prepare._experience it if they live long _enough,ancl_ calk find
e
n is more
But soon Swift was doing all
somebody who is half blind and willing to take a haWiriedth*shYrn
than the sincerest form of flatvoices on the show and alio_
_ chance in the Lace of 5,000 years of eyWence that,. as tery. He '-makes more than 50
writing softie of the script,.
An institution, marriage is much- like a school in $100,000 a year peddling from Calls from ad
agencies to do
-.4._ene midtown sown° to another other voice roles began
whicklhe-IniPils learn UV late.. • otra bicycle to do imitations in.
• "The reason why so few marriages,are
-1frbas done as many as IS in Since then Swift has*dubbed
happy.is becanieYonng lales
J
an hour, but new prefers to lines for David Niven, and fatheir time In Making.nets, not in
make only 25 or - ao corn- mous golf, baseball and football
making cages."
merciaLs a we".
•
-stars. He also has created voice
-Jonathan Swift
Son of a lawyer, Allen be- personalities for a herring, a

•
•

Isn't It The Truth!

.Route 4, Murray, Mrs. Dorothy
most recently, a brake.
1K. Lassiter, 4024 Brownlee
"I enjoyed doing the brake;
It was quite interesting," be Road, Louisville, Jerry Ray
McCoy, , 461-1- Sycamore,
said.
Murray, Otis Jefferson Elkins,
need
any
sPecial
Does he
equipment or tool for his vocal Route 4, Murray, Mrs. Bonnie
Yolanda Mathis and Baby Boy,
effects?
Route 1, Benton, Mrs. Bertie
"Just my tongue,
Elizabeth Paschall, Route 1,
„Swift answered. "But! also Almo,
Mrs. Ruth Ann Edwards
do have an exceptional ear. and Baby Boy, Route 8, Benton,
important.
That's very
Plaz Lonzo Tidwell, 505 Elm,
"I have flexible vocal cords, Murray,
Mrs.
Florene
have
a
believe
I
don't
but I
Shoemaker, Hazel, Mrs. Elaine
particularly unusual voice. But Emma Etlierton, 810
Bagwell,
the human voice, when trained, Murray, Mrs. Idelle Batts
infinite
in
almost
limitless,
Is
Bailey, 902 Olive St., Murray,
the variety it can create."
William Rex Tabers, 1404 Vine
St., Murray, Mrs. Beulah
Norcross ,Sherman, New
40
Concord,
Mrs. Frances Mae
For coneumem
u PII- Kirkland; 406 Westwood, Paris,
New Federal Trade Cow Tenn., Mrs. Belva Lee Dill, 507 *
-Parlasissew e&-!!--VirieSt., Murray, Jesse Williamconsumers include one Jines, New Concord,' Mrs.
gng-eastowsenr---thrse-tblY 'Hattie Laura Scherfflus, 206 cooling-0g Period in which the',
con cancel, without penalty of Irvan St., Murray, Mrs. *
fee, a purchase made from door, Dommie Dallas Cleaver, Route
to-door salesmen if the psoduct 1, Almo, Carl 'nrnmel (exor service oasts $25 or mom. pired), Route 6, Murray.
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Miss Doris Ann Pierce Becomes Bride Of
Rodney Dale Stallons In Ceremony At
Kirksey Baptist Church Recently

Golden Wedding Anniversary

"Deok

FBIRTITS4
HOLT BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Holt of
4-Dexter Route One announce the.,.
birth of a loeby boy, John
Holt,
Lawrence
Charles
weighing eight pounds seven
ounces, born on Tuesday, July
10, at 7:52 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
They have another son,
Richard II, age seven, and two
daughters, Suzanne, age six,
2. The
/
and Rosanne, age 41
father is with the Kentucky
Central Life Insurance Company.
Grandparents are Mr and
Mrs. Raymond Holt, Sr., of
Dexter Route One and Mrs
Beulah Kinsey of Worden. III

Lowell Palmer of the Kirksey
United Methodist Church and
*Ray.Broach of the Coldwater United Methodist Church
were the guest speakers at the
meetings of the Methodist Men
and Methodist Women of the
Independence United Methodist
Church held on Thursday, July
5, at seven-thirty o'clock at the
church.
By Abigail Van Buren
Palmer spoke on "How We
Should Live." He was inDEAR ABBY: We have two grandchildren whose other
troduced by Leon Duncan,
s have taught them that grandparents always
grandparent
and
president. Ten . members
presents!
bring
SALYER GIRL
one visitor were present for the
When we go to visit them, they run to greet us with
Tonya Rene is the name
men's meeting.
open hands, asking: "What did you bring us?"
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. $teve
Mrs. Broach spoke on ''The
And when they come to our home, they keep waiting
Salyer of Murray Route Four
Impact Jesus Made On the
for us to bring out some special gifts for them because
for their baby girl, weighing six
World and the Example He Set
other grandparents always have something for them.
Moir
2 ounces, born on
/
pounds 61
Follow."
To
For All Christians
inside
were
they
before
Sunday,
Winn they came here last
Tuesday, July 10, at 5:31 p.m. at
She was intorduced by Mrs.
for us?"
\the door they asked: "What do you have
the Murray-Calloway County
Walter Schroeder who was in
I replied: "What did you bring for us?" That stopped
Hospital.
women's
the
charge of
them cold!
The new father is employed at
that
now
but
Program.
love,
their
Abby, we don't want to buy
Warren
Body Shop.
Bill
Jones
Mrs.
and
Mr.
The women's president, Mrs.
they have been spoiled by their other grandparents we
Grandparents are Mrs. Fay
of Murray Route Five will observe
T.P. Jones, presided, and read
Warren
Bill
Mrs.
and
Mr.
other
the
to
I
spoke
comparison.
by
suffer
to
don't want
Travis of Hardin Route One,
the scripture. "Take My Hand
their 50th wedding anniversary on Thursday, July 19.
grandmother about this, and she said: "Giving presents is
Ray Salyer of Benton Route
Precious Lord" was sung by the
a grandparent's pleasure."
The couple will not have an open house due to illness in the Four, and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Burkeen
Euel
Mrs.
led
by
group
FRUSTRATED
So what's the answer?
Warren family.
L. Bourland, Jr., of Benton
with Miss Cheryle Burkeen at
Mr. and Mrs. Warren were married July 19, 1923, in Tennesse
than you
smarter
Route Eight.
DEAR FRUSTRATED: Children are
the piano. The latter two also
by Rev. Maston Thomas. Their attendants were the late Raymond
think they are. Spending time with them, and showing
sang the song, "Nov I Have
Coleman.
Byerley
Ethel
and
Coleman
-lamest affection and genuine Interest will net you more
Everything."
Mr. Warren is the son of the late Sam Warren and Francis
lave. to retire than a carload of presents. Continue to follow
The minutesswerved by the
Mrs. Warren is the daughter of Chris McCuiston and the
Warren.
_
— SUMMER TRAINING
-psor.ens 41klesept.y.and,iO4,the ether greadpereats follow
secretary, —Mrs-- -Wayne
late Minnie McCuiston.'
E-3 Charles L. Beale, son of
-110111es.
Burkeen, and the treasurer's
on
Mr. and Mrs. Warren had one sod, Cecil,Alp Passed away
_
Marjorie L. Beale and
ildrit:_-report was by Mrs. Buel
March 10, 1968.
henthand of the former Denise
Hopkins. Mrs. Leon Duncan led
, DEAR ABBY: "Grandinitikiier struck a familiar
Bailey, is now taking two weeks
chord with me. It isn't thanks we want from our grandchilthe closing prayer.
of summer training at a camp in
dren when we buy them gifts, it's an expression of love. To
Others present at the
not
Mississippi. He is with the
meeting,
be totally ignored is to be deeply hurt.
women's
Tennessee National Guard and
We give them presents because we love them
previously mentioned, were
call Jeanie Lamb 753-6756, is employed at the Garai Tire
When one grows old, every phene call and note is
Monday,July 16
Mrs. James Phillips, Mrs.
Company,
Cynthia Hart, 753-0157, or and
Rubber
doubly appreciated.
Kenneth Fennell, Mrs. Royal
y
County
Murray-Callowa
Our children try to make excuses for their children.
Martha Andrus 753-3862 for Mayfield.
Parker, Mrs. Homer Fennell,
Fair opens at 7:30 p.m. with
Information.
They say: "The grandchildren are too busy to write or
Mrs. C.C. Coy, Mrs. Joe Rob
beauty contest.
Haley, Mrs. Glen Cunningham,
Hill
Photo by David
We notice, however, they are never too busy to
Miss Karen Haley, and Miss
Murray Chapter, National
our check as boon as it arrives.
Linda Fennell. Visitors were
Secretaries' Association, will
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Rodney
Dale
Stallons
BOAT
THE
SAME
IN
GRANDMA
Mrs. Broach, Mrs. Delpha
..
meet at the University Branch
Rhoades, Mrs. Lowell Palmer,
of the Bank of Murray at 7:30
Judging from my mail, that's a
GRANDMA:
DEAR
each
carried
and
dresses
swiss
Doris
of
Miss
marriage
The
Miss Vickie Reynolds, Miss
p.m. New members will be
large beet you're ia.
a single red rose with red
Carol Phillips, and Lori Ann Pierce, daughter of Mr.
installed..
and Mrs. Frelon Pierce of streamers.
Burkeen.
DEAR ABBY: How "odd you answer a 4-year-old,
to Rodney
Johnnie Stockdale was the
The men and women met Kirksey Route One,
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
out of wedlock, when sits asks, "Why don't I have a
born
Mr.
and
of
best man for Mr. Stallons. The
following the programs in the Dale Stallons, son
STUMPED
and Accepted Masons will meet
daddy?"
of
Murray,
Stallons
Walton
Mrs.
homemade
for
David
were
hall
groomsmen
fellowship
at the Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.
was solemnized in a June McGinnis and David Hall.
ice cream and cake.
DEAR STUMPED: Tell her everyone has a daddy, bat
• •
with work in the Master Mason
Baptist
Kirksey
wedding at the
Michael Pierce, brother of the
Not all daddies Rye with their families, and hers does not.
degree.
Church.
bride, and David McGinnis
No need to go hsto explanatioas. At her age, she
-Ftev. Pete Carliale,pastor of were the ushers.
Hazel Woman's Club will
wouldn't understand amyway. Jest answer all questions as
the church, officiated at the
aponsor a voter re-registration
The groom wore a blue
they arise, one at a tinie-esid Messily.
Bikinis are easy to make,
candlelight
ring
10 0
booth at the Murray-Calloway
crushed velvet tuxedo trimmed
even for beginning sewers. double
ceremony at seven o'clock in in black, while the groomsmen
Choose a simple pattern, then
County Fair from seven to ten
_DEAR ABBY. My mother in-law osems to think thit
the evening. The ivy covered and ushers wore black
create your owirpiece of 'S0s
sits should sit next to her son in the car when the three of
P•M•
a
nostalgia with a Hawaiian
arch was flanked on either side tuxedoes.
us
ride together.
palm tree print.
with red roses and gladioli
is
of
couple
The newly married
As my husband holds the door open for us, out
Tuesday, July 17
accented with baby's breath. now residing at their home in
respect for his mother, I let her enter ahead of me, which
I of the First United
Circle
music
nuptial
of
A program
Grogan's Trailer Park on Highputs her next to my husband.
Church Women will
Methodist
was presented by Mrs. Thyra way 94, east of Murray.
I think my place is next to him. What do you think'
•
meet at the home of Mrs. E. W.
Crawford.
BOILING IN BALTIMORE
Riley, Sits Wa Circel, at two
Mrs. Siallons is a senior at
Bride's Dress
p.m.
DEAR BOILING: I think you're wasting a lot of energy
The bride, given in marriage Calloway County High School.
4
•
ever a trtelat wetter. Quit blather, idnasper shwa, get next
by her father, was lovely in her The groom graduated from
Countyiowoy
murrapcid
to yourself, and skip It.
Victorian style wedding gown Calloway County High School
Fair continues with Jersey
fashioned of white lace over and is now employed with the
cattle shows at ten am. and
If
pefor
better
yes
pitlinG
feel
Prebleses? Tall
satin. The dress featured an Kroger Company of Murray.
ay
Rock Music Night at eight:p.m.
Barbara Jewell
Fur•personal reply, write to ABBY: Be:10c Mee. L. A.,
empire waist line, standup
Juliet sleeves.
collar, and
calf. hiSS.likelooe stamped. self-addressed envelops.
Murray Assembly No. 19
CHRYSANTHEMUMS
Tiny satin covered buttons were
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
piers.
ROOT EASILY
is scheduled to meet at seven
Hey, you home gardeners, used on the sleeves and collar.
Per Abby's men beeldet. -What Thea-Agers Want to
PIERCE BOY
don't ihnaw those potted Chryl Her three tiered chapel length
p.m. at the Masonci Hall.
CaL
Angeles,
Bea
Los
Mit
Abby,
to
81
Esew."
send
they
veil was trimmed with white
santhemums away after
Mr. and Mrs. James H.
cutfinish blooming. Take some
lace and attached to her Pierce announce the birth of
Murray TOPS Club will meet
liegs and try your hand at rais- headpiece of pearl and crystal their first son, Jayson Rowe,
at seven p.m. at the Health
doesn't
ing nieysanthemums. It
trim. The dress was made by an weighing seven pounds seven
Center.
matter. what time of the year
Mary Pierce.
AXIOM, boat on Wednesday,
that you-sake the cuttings-it can aunt, Mrs.
By County Extension
ieeper tones draws attention to
She corded a bouquet of white June_ A. at 5:56 a.m. at the
call Winter pe_earie *ON.
Tuesday, July17
Agents for Home
hands. Make sure hands and
Murray-Calloway County
The most desired plants can Tir roses and beby'S breath. The Summer Symphony
nails are absolutely clean at all
Economics
Sherry Pierce, was the Hospital.
obtained from cuttings of the lop
State will
CARPET STAIN
times, and use lotion to avoid Orchestra of Murray
tour to six Inches of the plants. maid of honor for her sister. The
Maternal grandparents are
These will rost within a week or bridesmaid was Miss Tammie Mr. and Mrs.james H. Rowe of • Spots and stains on your carpets roughness. If hands are not present a concert of light
music at 7:30 p.m. in
10 days and can be potted as Pierce, cousin of the bride, and Murray and
the paternal need immediate attention. Most perfectly groomed. chose a classical
Hall "A" in the Price
Recital
soon as roots are one-hialf- inch the matron of honor was Mrs.
polish
of
shade
lighter
or
clear
Frances
removed
rutcommon spots can be
grandmother is Mrs.
in length. Keep the rooted huDoyle Fine Arts Center.
Susan Belcher, also a sister of Bates of Louisville. Maternal
if the proper remover is applied so they are at least less continss in a sunny place under
C
ne
-Catheri
a
spicuous.
red
Make
dotted
Mrs.
ass
wore
is
They
r
bride.
fresh.
You
the
is
until
conditions
grandmothe
the
while
stain
great
mid
The Adult Great Books
ready to trarisribmt the Mums
Bertha Rowe of Brooklyn, New first aid kit for your Rugs 1/ipmspson, Hickman
Group will meet at
Discussion
•
-tf-71t)1
outside in the Spring.
Include these items in this kit.
York.
you
County Pbulic
flowe-s
Calloway
the
Rotted
levels
screw
If it's
For hand closet gadget,
blotting
cloth,
absorbent
cheese
Library at seven p.m.
rissire; our-floral ahem is prepaper, medicine dropper,a case 4 or 5 metal cup hooks to one
BERKLEY BOY
pared to serve you.,We make a
hanger
wooden
flatt
a
of
side
A baby boy, Todd Jamison, knife or spatual, carbon
anecially of potted plants.
Murray-Calloway County
acliver ica-any or we will wire flew.
weighing seven pounds nine tetrachloride, cornstrach or Pant to match your closet
Well-worn luggage le' a_goked_sign. ILsilows
Citizens _are_tnvited to.„Senior.
belts.
hang
to
distant
frjppri in
use
and
cessories
meal.
corn
ounces, was born to Mr. and French chalk,
the
at
Kentucky
you-sre had vacations befoir. And-that-tells- usGriffin, movies about
city.Telephone us note.
Mrs. Curtis Berkley of Route turpentine, denatured alsohol, ties. etc.-Mrs. Maxine
two
at
Library
Public
Calloway
bride-elect
Fulton,
vou haveu job. That's all we need to know. We
Miss Leah
One, Buchanan, Tenn., on white vinegar, oxalic acid, and Federal Building. Clinton.
an. For transportAition call
of Terry Ray Hart, was com- Tuesday, July 10, at the household amonia (both diluted
753-0929 or 753-9041.
plimented with a patio shower Murray-Calloway County to half strength), and neutral
Already had your -vacatign? Need money_ for.
7,
July
Saturday,
on
and supper,
(non-alkaline) detergent (the
-registration booth
Hospital.
re
g else? Like fixing up your home?
Voter
somethin
at the lovely home of Mr. and
Murray-Calloway
father is operator of type used for washing delicate
new
The
the
at
be
will
Repairing your car?,14r buying-dun really fine
- Hook, 1704 Parklane.
Mrr. B.-B.
the North Point Standard fabrics). For unkovm stains,try
County Fair from seven to ten
THE
_..eftwipmeut yrnive allWayS.wanted?
BRIDE
the
for
hostesses
s,utkwsr
The gracious
Station at the intersection of cool water first; hot water
p.m. sponsored by the Hazel
COOKS DINNER
make loans for all summer needs. •
We
occasion were Miss Dixie Hook North 18th Street and Highway might "set"
Great!
the stain. To .Lamb Chops
Curried Rice Woman's Club.
and Miss Debbie Johnson.
iersl.
.
avoid injuring color or fabric, _Green Peas
Quick Biscuits
121.
_ Mum and apply.,Trl I us what youe
Miss Fulton chose to wear a
Beverage
Grandparents are Mr. and you might want to test other _,Paneapple
)1S14044)-pet.iple
18
tits
July
nu.
Wednesday,
t
red and blue denim shorts outfit Mrs. R.T. Berkley and Mrs. removers on a hidden part of
QUICK BISCUITS
Murray Open Duplicate
Always Number One.
with an overskirt, and RN Leona May, all of Buchanan, the carpet before applying then)
They're sinfully rich'
sever+ at
meets
Club
Bridge
of
corsage
gift
a
mix
presented
cup buttermilk biscuit
Pc
any
stain.-Barletta
Tenn., and William T. Smith of to
12th
yellow daisies.
spooned lightly into measur- p.m at Gleason Hall, North
Wrather, 209 Maple St .
McKenzie, Tenn.
Street. All interested persons
ing
cup
Games were enjoyed, after
Murray.
., which the recipients of the
are invited.
2 tablespoons wheat germ
Loans and financing in any amount up to
BOY
1/2 cup heavy cream
LATUNDEE
the
them to
presented
prizes
their
Special music teachers
$7,500, including loans on real estate
will
keep
knits
S
Stable
INVITATION
1
milk
tablespoon
Christopher
Mr. and Mrs.
bride-to-be.
workshop will be at eight p.m.
shape through hard wear, many
• NAPKINS, BOOKS
stir
In
huvil
a
mixing
medium
After opening her gift, Latundee of Seven, Orchard trips to the dry cleaners or
Center,
a THANK YOU NOTES
together the biscuit mix and in Price Doyle Fine Arts
Heights, Murray, are the
which
over
table
a
on
arranged
without
Room 346, at eight p.m. with
that
machines
washing
cream.
the
A complete selection
Add
wheat
germ.
at
a large white wedding bell was parents of a baby boy born
may be stir with a fork until almost all )(Ida Novik as guest artist.
will please every Bride.
interfacing. It
suspended, fifteen friends of the the Murray-Calloway County necessary to interface a the dry ingredients are mois_
moderate
are
yet-.theirices
bride-elect, her mother, Mrs. Hessetsil on Tuesday, July 10, at higledanding collar on slich tened, sprinkle the tnilk over
•
Deadline for entering the
ilenryATulton, and her rnOther- to:N a.m.
. 91Por.03744-erteitifearirrs
and the shoulder the dry part and inix again.
garments
01'.1.1/01f/C-1
The baby weighed seven
Min Murria..-PillqwaY
in-law to be, Mrs. James Hare
seam can be taped--fer-ad- Axina Amo .ff.n mumsand
hiiiibeeri
two
ounces
on
Pounds
Open Fridays until6i00 P;M.
contest
Jr., enjoyed a delightful supper
ditiorull strength, but nothing cups (each about .2,'aches in County Beauty
—
at
a.m.
-liltnamed Charles.
and
I
inch-deep-I
diameter
-ort the patio- -•
—
-Man
else should be needed.
Murray, Ky.
7:
let Bet-Air Center
ing almost full Bake in a pre- Lovett -auditorium, MSU, is
The new father is a student at
The hosteseee' gift to the
Roper, courthouse, Mayfield
heated
'until
oven
450-degree
Both
University.
Martha
Mgr.
State
to
Murray
Phone
Ross Wilder,
753-5573
Witty. Send entry
honoree was a beautiful table
browned - about 12 minutes. Andros,1312Poplar, Murray, ot
12th at Poplar St.
arrangement in a wicker the new mother and father are
populdr Serve
the
in
polish
Nail
at
12
Makes
once
7534111
from Nigeria.
basket.
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Veterans Pac,0 -Giants To
in, Cards Gain On Cubs

Standings
Sii=4:24:2•04:00.000•242004=4

•

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
National League
East
W. L. Pct. G.B.
5419 —
SO 41
Chicago
47 42 578 2-4 5.
St. Louis
2
1
42 44 477 6/
Montreal
41 46 471 7
Pittsburgh
2
1
/
8
456
49
41
Philadelphia
38 49 437 10
Mot York
West
69 34
--C --Anoetes
Francisco 52 Al .5.50
San
2
1
/
554 7
51 41
Cincinnati
2
1
/
50 46 .521 10
Houston .
44 51 .463 kV
Atlanta
31 60 341 2fr
San Diego
Saturday's Games
Pittsburgh 7; San Francisco 2
New YorK 5, Cincinnati 2
Atlanta 4, Montreal 1
Philadelphia 7, Houston 0
Los Angeles 7, Chicago 3
St Louis 5, San Diego 3
Sunday's Games
Houston 2, Philadelphia 0, 6
innings, rain
Atlanta 6, Montreal 1
Cincinnati 3, New York 1
San Francisco 12, Pittsburgh
0
St Louis 5, San Diego 1, 15
innings
Los Angeles 9, Chicago 3
Monday's Games
Los Angeles (Sutton 11 5) at
Pittsburgh (Briles 8.71, N
San Francisco (Barr 7.8) at
;t Lot/is (Gibson 8.9), N
New York (Koosman 7-8) at
Stianta iNiekro 94), N
Philadelphia (Brett 8-2) at
:incinnati (Norman 6-9), N
at
9-5)
(Renko
Montreal
Houston (Forsch 8-8), N
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Los Angeles at.PittSbur9h. N
San Diego at Chicago,
San Francisco at St. Louis, N
New York at Atlanta, N
.Ptu1adIpPüa at Cincinnati, N
Montreal at Houston,'N

League
East

• -•Vera
Boston

9.18.1

52 42 .553 —

ball's winningest active pitcher,
with a four-hitter for his 234th
career victory.
McCovey belted No. 400 off
Bob Moose in the third inning
and added No. 401 off Bob
Johnson in the fifth. Garry
Maddox and Ed Goodson also
homered.
Marichal, making his first
appearance since July 3, when
he pulled a leg muscle, raised
his record to 7-5.
Elsewhere in the National
Sy THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
League, the Los Angeles DodgAMERICA* LEAGUE
ers trounced the Chicago Cubs
BATTING (175 at bats)—
Blomberg, NY, .359; w.morton. 9-3, the St. Louis Cardinals
Del. 351.
edged the San Diego Padres 5-4
RUNS—R.Jacktion, Oak, 64.
In 15 innings, the Cincinnati
Mayberry, KC, 59; Otis, KC, 59
IN—May
BATTED
RUNS
Reds shaded the New York
Oak.
R.Jacksan,
80;
KC,
berry,
Mets 3-1, the Atlanta Braves
74.
116
NY,
HITS—Murcer,
whipped the Montreal Expos 6-1
0.may, mil, 115,
and the Houston Astros blanked
DOUBLES—D.Allen, Chi, 20,
the Philadelphia Phillies 2-0 in
Braun, Min, 20.
TRIPLES—Carew, Min, 7;
a game cut to 542 innings by
Coggins, Bal, 6; Bumbry, 13al,
rain.
6; Briggs, Mil, 6.

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
Associated Press Sport! Writer
Two veterans paced the San
Francisco Giants to a 12-0 rout
of the Pittsburgh Pirates Sunday, Willie McCovey with his
400th and 401st career home
runs and Juan Marichal, base-

AMOriCam

New

Major League
Leaders

RUNS—Mayberry,
HOME
KC, 20; R.Jackson, Oak, 20.
BASES—North,
STOLEN
Oak, 27; Campaneris, Oak, 21.
'PITCHING (8 -oec)itenst--•
Htlataf, Oak, 143. 824, 3.18;
Lee, Bsn, 113, .786, 2.45.
STRIKEOUTS-67.Ryan, Cal,
220; -13tyleven,,Min, -144.-- •
NATIONAL LEAGUE
bats)—
at
BATTING (175
Mote. LA, 348: Unser, Phi,
333
RUNS--Bonds, SF. 80, Wat
son, Htn, 66.
RUNS BATTED IN—Bench,
Cm, 70, Stargell, Pgh, 67.
120,
LA,
HI TS—W Davis,
Watson, Mtn, 118.
DOUBLES—Staub, NY, 23;
W.Davis,
Cardenal, Chi, 22,
LA, 22.
TRIPLES—Metzger, Htn, 11,
Matthews, SF, 8.
HOME RUNS—Stargell, Pgh,
26. Evans, An, 26.
BASES—Morgan.
STOLEN
Cin, 37; Cedeno, Htn, 30
Decisions)—
18
PITCHING
Brett—Phi, 82, .800, 3.03. Park•
Sr. NY, 6-2, .750, 3.79.
LA,
STRIKEOUTS—Sutton,
130; Seaver, NY, 129.

48 40 54
46 39 541 1St
2
1
44 43 .527 2/
44 46 49 6
33 59 .359 18
West
52 40 .565 —
Oakland
2
1
50 45 _526 3/
City
Kansas
2
1
46 43 .517 4/
California
46 43 51/ 4V2
Minnesota
5
511
4.4
46
Chicago
2
1
31 58 348 19/
Texas
Saturday's Games
Kansas City 4, New York 2
Boston 6, Texas 5
Cleveland 3, Minnesota 0
Detroit 2, California 1
Milwaukee 5, Oakland 1
Baltimore 5. Chicago 4
Sunday's Games
•
California 6, Detroit 0
New York 2. Kansas City 0
Boston-3, Texas- I. A, Innings.
rain
Baltimore 3, Chicago 2
Oakland 8, Milwaukee 5
MinnesOta 7, Curvet/me 4, 10
innings
Monday's Games
Chicago (Johnson 2-2) at Bos•
ton (Curtis 7 8),_14
Kansas City (Drage 9-9) at
Detroit (Strahler 3-2), N
Baltimore (Jefferson 3-1) at
Oakland (Hunter 14-3), N
Cleveland (Wilcox .54) at Cal,_
ifornia (Singer 11-4), N
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Baltimore at Oakland, N
Cleveland at California, N
Milwaukee at Texas, N
Kansas City at Detroit, N
Minnesota at New York, 2
Chicago at Boston, 2

Baltirnort
Detroit Milwaukee
Cleveland

•
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Dodgers 9, Wei 3
Willie Crawford slugged a tiebreaking three-run homer to
highlight a five-run third inning
that powered the Dodgers over
the slipping Cubs. The win was
the fifth straight for the Dodgers. The Cubs have dropped
four in a row for the first time
all season and had their lead
over St. Louis in the East Division sliced to just two games.
Cardinals 5, Padres 4
Bernie Carbo's tie-breaking
two-out double in the 15th inning boosted the Cardinals over
the Padres. Ken Reitz singled
off Mike Coridns with two down
and Carbo doubled him home.
Ted Simmons' three-run
homer helped the Cards to a 4-0
lead but the Padres tied the
game on home runs by Dave
Roberts in the eighth and Jerry
Morales in the ninth.

Reds 3, Meta 1
Johnny Bench and Larry
Stahl hit run-scoring singles to
back the four-hit pitching of
Ross Grimsley, carrying the
Reds over the Mets. Grimsley
lost his shutout in the seventh
inning when Willie Mays hit the
658th home run of his career.
Bravest, Expos 1
Ron Schueler hurled a fivehitter and Johnny Oates keyed
a five-nuf third inning with a
two-run single to lead the
Braves past the Expos for their
ninth triumph in 11 games.
Astros 2, Phil, 0
Doug Rader and Bob Watson
drilled run-scoring singles in
support of Dave Roberts' four
hitpitching, leading the Astros
over the Phillies. The game
was halted with the PhiLs bat
ting in the sixth and was called
after a wait of 76 minutes following which the rain stopped.

Carol Skala
Little Olga Korbut
Wins Tourney
Just Could Retire
MOSCOW (AP) — With the long ago for new and even
routines that made her the dar- more complex routines for next
ling of the 1972 Munich Olym- month's International Univerpics under attack, diminutive sity Games, an event Olga said
Olga Korbut has warned that she will probably now miss.
she may follow her routines
The threat of a retirement
into retirement.
brought soothing words from
The 18-year-old Russian star, the Federation President Arvoted Associated Press Female
thur Gander in Chiasso, SwitAthlete of the Year for 1972, re- zerland. He said the rules,
acted strongly to the recent which would bar Miss Korbut's
plan by the International Gymmost applauded feats as too
nastics Federation to ban from dangerous, still must be apfuture competitions certain ele- proved by the Federation's Asments of her program—particu- sembly in Rotterdam next Nolarly the double backward
vember.
somersault on the balance
"Therefore," Gander said,
beam.
is free to show what she
"she
"If the decision is put into eflikes at next month's Interfect," Olga said in an interview
national games in Moscow and
published in the official sports
at the European championships
I
"then
organ Sovietsky Sport,
in London next October.
simply do not see any place for
The rule, proposed by the
myself in gymnastics."
The 89-pound Olga had cap- Federation's technical comtured three gold medals at mittee, would ban Oiga's backMunich and on the balance ward somersault and other elebeam had achieved a score just ments of her freestyle exercise
.10 of a point from being per- because they are "liable to
fect. Preparation had begun cause injury."

Wan Ryan No-Hits Tigers And
-Out 17 Men for Angels_
By LARRY PALADTNO
Associated Press Sports Writer
DETROIT (API — "Super
stuff. super
stuff...super
stuff!"
"The best I've ever seen!"
There were as many descriptions of Nolan Ryan's pitching
Sunday as there were strikeouts by the California flamethrower against Detroit.
But despite firing his second

few
nistary to pitch two no-hitters Awiyieven resisted for a
the
snatched
then
moments,
ago
months
Two
in one season.
to the day he no-hit the Royals. towel and gave his face a few
No one has ever had three brisk wipes. Then the game
no-hit games in a single season. resumed.
In the eighth inning George
It was the third no-hitter in
the American League this year. Hendrick boomed a three-run
The other was against Detroit, homer to give Cleveland a 5-3
a 3-0 victory for Steve Busby of lead.
the Royals on April 27.
But in the bottom of the
Vada Pinson gave Ryan all eighth, George Mitterwakl hit a
the support he needed with a home run.
Then Joe Lis hit a home run.
sacrifice fly in the third off loser Jim Perry, 8-9. Pinch-hitter
Then Jim Holt hit a home
Winston Llenas and Alan Galla- run.. and the Twins led 6-5. But
gher each singled in two runs in the top of the ninth, Buddy
in the eighth and Bob Oliver Bell singled for the tying run.
drove in the other with a
And in the 10th, after three
single.
*elks loaded the bases, ThonipAround the rest of the Ameri- son lofted a fly ball to short left
can League Sunday, the Min- field. Mike Adams, running for
nesota Twins toriped the Cleve- Tony Oliva at third base, deland Indians 7-6 in 10 innings, cided to gamble and took off
the after the catch. He gambled
former all-pro safety obtained the Baltimore Orioles edged
New right. Charlie Spikes' throw
In an'off-eeason trade from the Chicago White Sox 3-2, the
Baltimore Colts, is retiring York Yankees blanked the Kan- home was wide.
Orioles 3, White Sox
rather than report; offensive sas City Royals 2-0, the OakMilwaukee
Mike Cuellar, who'd been
guard Jim Cadile, defensive land A's beat the
Boston Red falling apart earlier this year,
end Steve DeLong and line- Brewers 8-5 and the
Texas got himself together and
the
defeated
Sox
backer Ross Brupbacher anhalted by pitched a nine-strikeout, sevennounced their retirements friim Rangers in a game
hit performance for Baltimore.
rain altar 5,s ironing&
the Chicago Bears.
g—
Indies
7,
-"rwIns
The Orioles got all three of
'
Sid Gilman, general manager
First the pitchers wiped their runs in the sixth inning on
of the Houston Oilers, said
with towels. Mark Belanger's double and
is doubt that Billy Parks, themselves off
wiped up the singles by Al Bumbry, Tommy
batters
the
Then
obtained
the wide receiver
homers. And fi- Davis and Earl Williams.
with
pitchers
from the Cowboys in an off-seanally, Minnesota's Danny
Yankees 2, Royals
son trade, will report with the
and Mike Adams
Thompson
seven innings, Kansas
For
"Billy
today.
team's veterans
combined to wipe out Cleve- City's Ken Wright and New
may retire," said Gillman. "I
land.
York's Sam McDowell were
just don't know for sure ..we
In the sixth inning, plate um- locked in a scoreless pitching
need him, but we can play
pire Art Frantz -frisked" Gay- duel. But in the eighth, Wright
without him.
lord Perry, looking for illegal made a bad pitch—to first
goodies the Indians' pitcher base—paving the way to the
might be using to doctor the Yankees' victory.
AUTO RACING
McDowell allowed just three
SILVERSTONE, Eng. — Pe- baseball. Then, at Minnesota
ter Revson of Redondo Beach, Manager Frank Quilici's be- hits and struck out seven RoyCalif., wort the British Grand hest, a towel was produced and als before Sparky Lyle came on
Prix Formula 1 auto race driv- Perry obligingly wiped his face. in the ninth to record his 24th
In the seventh, Cleveland save.
ing a Yardley-McLaren.
A's 8, Brewers 5
CAMBRIDGE JUNCTION, Manager retaliated. He came
Bill North whipped a two-run
Mich. — Roger McCluskey running out with a towel of his
drove his Eagle to a convincing own and demanded equal rub- double down the left field line
triumph in a 200-mile race for bing. "If they can pull that and Reggie Jackson followed
Indianapolis-type cars at Mich- stuff," he snorted, "we'll pull with a two-run homer, his 20th
It, too." Minnesota pitcher Xert of the season, to catapult Oakigan International Speedway.

no-hitter of the year and striking out 17 batters, the 28-yearold right-hander insisted he has
to work on his pitching.
"I needed this because I
wasn't pitching well," -Ryan
said after hurling the Angels to
a 6-0, no-hit victory MEC the Tigers before a Cap Day crowd of
41,411 at Tiger Stadium.
Ryan became only the fifth
man in major league basehell

g
Broadway Joe
From Jets' Grid Camp

Craig Morton and Bob DeMarco, was among the missing
at various pro football training
camps as a hint of a revolt
brewing in the Dallas Cowboy
camp surfaced.
Broadway Joe had permission to be absent from the
New-- York Jets' can while
Themes, hopefully, war. inserted 'soon by de Ben Bk.
Chargers.
Morton, meanwhile, wean
budging from his "trads_iiiii`
demands of the Cowboys' and
faces a daily fine from Coach
Tom Landry if he doesn't reMiller was touched for three port by tonight. DeMarco failed
A seven run explosion in the
top of the seventh inning of the hits and three runs in the final to appear at the Cleveland
final game of a twinbill gave the inning as Russellville managed Browns'7amp at Hiram, Ohio,
Murray American Legion a to cut the Murray margin.
saying he won't practice until
at
yesterday
sweep
Once again, Hewitt picked up he gets "this salary thing setRussellville.
a pair of hits while Pyle, Rick tled."
In the first game, the fine Scarborough and Randy Conner
Nemeth checked into the HofLeague
Colt
relief pitching of
stra University training camp
all had two hits.
star Tony Thurmond helped the
of the National Football League
Cathey, Howard and Thurlegionnaries to an 8-5 victory.
Jets Sunday, weighed in at 205
The final game found Mark mond also had hits for Murray. pounds and said his oft-injured
Miller locked in a 2-2 pitching
knees felt fine.
duel until the seventh inning
The star quarterback passed
when Murray erupted for seven
his physical examination and
runs to put the game in the win
then checked out for California,
column.
with the permission of Coach
It marked the second conWeeb Ewioank. Nemeth will be
secutive time that Murray has
•
absent for a week and is schedsweeped a pair of games from
uled to tape appearances on
: Russellville with the two wins,
three television shows—Johnny
i Murray is now 10-14 for the
Carson's, Jonathan Winters'
• ., • In_
and the Brady Bunch.
Only three leagues in the Nats.
i The only scheduled date
Thomas was one of littera Murray Baseball Association
Reed flahntworth idngled and
played
were
T-Ball
games
a
is
Murray
for
remaining
;.
biggest headaches in the pest are left in action this week, doubled for the losers while
the
with
morning
Saturday
/ doubleheader Friday evening at
Now Landry Paid following the conclusion of the Greg Dowdy homered and
Cards, coached by Jerry Key at Dallas.
•'..Greenville.
'Tiara Little League Friday night.
bushel-basket
a
have
David Stephenson doubled.
•f• Murray picked up three runs and Spann Realty, coached by headaches from Craig Morton,
The Little League came to a
Other hits for the losing Nats
coming
Wilferd,
Bernice
out
opening
the
of
;in the first inning
Dave Menders and others.
close with the Reds slamming included singles by Eddie
winners.
it game and staked starter Dan
NBC Monitor sportscaster the Astros 11-4 while the Yanks Requarth and Stan Tharpe.
- ,,' Thompson to a lead.
In the first game, the Cards Guy LeBow reported Sunday pulverized the Nets 19-5.
Eddie Rhodes, Kenny Bogard
--, But Thompson tired in fourth defeated Storey's 9-7. The score night that other Cowboy veterDean Cherry fanned 12 bat- ane Donnie Thompson all had
inning and Thurmond came in was tied after two innings 2-2. ans also are unhappy.
ters and allowed four hits as the two singles apiece for the
.• to put out the fire. Thurmond Storey's then scored six runs to
Dallas center Dave Menders, Reds had little. trouble in
Yanks. Other Yanks' hitting
picked
and
Cards
the
batters
five
-- Atfanned
take the lead but
also embroiled in a salary dis- whipping the Astros.
safely were Glen Van Herck,
• li up the mound decision in his came back strong in the fourth pute with Tex Schramm, the
Brad Taylor, had three hits
Erwin, Jerry Runyon and
first legion appearance.
to win the game.
team's general manager, told for the winners, including a Mark
Billington.
David
Johnny Hewitt, hitting at a
In the second game, Spann LeBow: "I consider myself re- homer, a double and a single.
One game played in the
--. torried pace in the past few Realty downed Burger Queen tired."
Howard Boone had a homer
games, pciked up a pair of hits 14-8. Burger Queen outscored
Menders said he expected and a single while Scott Barrow, Kentucky League Friday found
. as did shortstop Mike Cathey. Span Realty the first two in- linebacker Lee Roy Jordan and David
1
the Reds edging past the Cards
Mathis and Cherry all
- - It was Cathey's three run shot nings but Spann Realty came veteran cornerback Jethro singled and
doubled.
Bob Daniel fanned five men
'in the first inning over the fence back strong in the third ineigg. Pugh, and possibly others, to
Other hits for the Reds inIhatgave Murray the first blood
and Joe Mark Alls struck out
reporting
not
him
in
Join
a
cluded
homer
by
Terry
big
the
carried
Scarborough
Gibson four as the two combined on the
. in the game.
and a single by Fred Kemp.
stick for Spann Realty as,.he tonight.
the Reds.
Keith Pyle,"treg Howard,
.
for
Pugh couldn't be reached
For the boning Astros, Bill mound for
slammed a home run for his
Mark West steeled and
-,,_- Dan Thempeon,And Charlie
The
told
Jordan
but
comment
homed
Wilson
while
Dan
team.
while
. t.. Rains ail- nilded-- singles for
Associated Press in Dallas that Rogers, Don Rogers and Todd doubled for the winners
Bridwell
Ails,
Lane
Mark
'*Murray.
Joe
Calithe
he wouldn't leave for
Rose all singled.
FOOTBALL
-—
-----4-, It was a ftvn-hit-outbreak in
fornia Camp unless his contract----7---ildtereen games, Bill Wilson and Paul Parkin all had singles.
enabled
that
inning
Runs included two by West
i the seventh
RRNSSELAER, Ind. — Jim impasse was settled. Jordan_ -was awarded the SportChuck Wilson- andone-:. - Murray to take the second Cathie, Steve DeLong, and Ross said he hoped to reach accord smanship Award in
and
a special
; game.
apiece by Bill Milton, Kevin
Brupacher of the Chicago with Schramm sometime today. ceremony.
and Mike Ward.
Greg Howard hornered in the Bears announced their retireElsewhere around the trainMark Erwin scattered six hits' Gassam
• inning while Thurmond, Con- ments from the National Foot- ing camps, the Los Angeles and
losing Cards, Chris
the
For
fanned seven men as the
ner, Pyle and Cathey all had ball League team.
Rams said Jerry Logan, the Yanks had an easy win over the Rogers struck out nine men and
hits irK,I1_frame.
Asseeleted Preis awls Writer
Quarterback Joe Nemeth
pakl the New York Jets a brief
vt on Sunday.
But Sunday night Nemeth,
along with Duane Thomas,

NIS At Russellville

Two 1-Ball
Ines Played
On Saturday

land past the Brewers. The four
runs offset Milwaukee's fourrun third—a two-run triple by
George Scott and a two-run
homer by Darrell Porter.
Red Sex 3, Rangers 1
There were 11,793 fans who
paid their way into Fenway
Park. How many of them were
around two hours and 53 minutes later is open to question.
But all the players were there.
Their game was just about to
begin after the rain had finally
ended.
Boston got a run in the first
Inning on Luis Tiant's double
and Orlando C,epeda's single,
Texas tied it in the second on
singles by Rico Carty, Jeff Burroughs and Jim Spencer, then
Dviight Evans gave the Red
Sox the victory with a homer in
the bottom of the second. Boston added a fifth-inning run.
And as they prepared to bat in
the sixth, the rains came
again., and that was that.

Tournament Cancelled

By RALPH BERNSTEIN
Assocoated Press Sports Writer
HORSHAM, Pa.(AP) — Carole Jo Skala telephoned her
pro Friday night and told him
she was fighting a slice.
The 35-year-old Mrs. Skala
had shot a three-over-par 76 at
Hidden Springs Country Club in
the first round of the $30,000
George Washington Golf Classic, and she wasn't happy.
'The pro listened for a few
minutes, and then told her that
It seemed to him she had
slipped back into an old habit
of dropping her wrists at the
top of her swing.
Mrs. Skala worked on it on
the practice range Saturday
morning, and realized at once
that the pro, Ed Olfield of the
Glenview Club in Chicago, was
right on target. She made the
adjustment.
Mrs. Skala, mother of three
young children, then went out
and shot a five-under-par 68
Saturday and followed with a
three-under 70 Sunday to win
the $4,500 first prize by a stroke
over veteran Sandra Haynie
and young Kathy McMullen.
Her Sunday round, played in
a drenching rain included five
birdies, an eagle and four bogeys. She wound up the 54 holes
with a five-under-par 214, while
Miss
Miss Haynie and
McMullen tied for second at
215.
Debbie Austin and Judy
Rankin deadlocked for fourth,
each with 217.
This was Mrs. Skale's first
victory since joining the Ladies
Professional Golf Association
tour in 1970.

BOWLING
STANDINGS
Thursday Morning
Ladies League
W L
17 7
14 10
bing-A Linos
Il
13
Go-Getters
10 11
Rockets
to 14
Super Stars
10 14
Hail Stprmers
High Team Series (SC1
431
Ding-A Linos
410
Go Getters
High Team Series (HC)
411
Dino-A-Urge
578
Go-Getters
(SC)
Series
High Indiviidual
453
Bonnie Hale
435
Kathy Lichtenegger
(MC)
High Individual Series
609
Carolyn Manning
606
Kathy L ichtenneger
(SC)
High Individual Game
172
Norma Robertson
169
Bonnie Hale
High Individual Game (HC)
220
Kathy Lichtenneger
2*
Bonnie Hale
Team
Daisies

VANCOUVER, B.C. ( AP) —
High Averages
The Rothman's International
1-42
-alatt efirf
136
Tentus Tournament, an annual EtheleneMcCallart
136
Norma Robertson
event since 1970, has been dis- Bonnie Hale
135
129
continued here due to lack of Nancy Todd
127
Anna Owen
attendance.
126
Mary Harris
Rothman's western manager,
D. Grant Herrington, said the
event would continue to be . Good Day On The Links
played in Toronto, Montreal,
MERIDEN, Conn. AP) — It
and Quebec City
was a good day on the links for
The tournament, part of the Bob
Jenkins of Met-iden. He
World Championship Tennis
collected successive eagles by
circuit, has featured world.sinking a hole-in-one on the par
ranked professional players.
3 fourth hole at Meriden MunicGOLF
ipal Golf Course after scoring
TROON, Scotland — Tom an eagle 3 on the par 5 third.
Weiskopf fired a final two-unJenkins finished the nine
der-par 70 and won the British holes Friday with a four-under
Open Golf Championship with a 32. But the hole-in-one won't
tournament total of 276.
count officially since Golf DiFLANDERS, N.J. — Stan gest, clearing house for aces,
Stoppa of New Orleans shot a recognizes only those made
one-over-par 72 to win the 48th during a completed 18-hole
annual U.S. Public Links Golf round. Jenkins had to rush to
Tournament.
work after nine holes.

Cherry, Grogan And Hudspeth Star In Weekend League

Z

t

.i.
i
4,1

j'AGE FIVE

Craig Rogers -came on to fan
two batters.
Mike Kurz and Kelly Rogers
each singled and doubled while
Craig Rogers added a single.
Runs were scored by Dwight
McDowell, Kelly Rogers, Chris
Rogers and Mike Todd.
Two games played in the Colt
League Friday found the
Braves stopping the Giants 114
while the Pirates belted the
Tigers 14-2.
Tony Thurmond came on in
relief to fan five men and pick
win for the
up the _mound
.
Braves.- - -Tony Boone picked up two hits
for the losing Giants while Andy
Littleton added a single.
For the Braves, Donnie
Winchester and Dan Foster
each singled and doubled, as did
Mark Williams. Phil Miller and
Thurmond each had a double
while Jim Thomason and Kim
Ttevathen- each singled.
In the nightcap. Ken
scattered five hits and fanned
three as the Pirates shelled the
Tigers.
Lindy Sinter singled and
tripled for,the losers while Bo

McDougal doubled and Lance
Hooks and Randy McDaniels
singled.
Craig Salter carried the big
club for the Pirates as the
slugging catcher belted a
double and two singles.
Roger McCuiston and Greg
Mansfield each singled and
tripled while Duane MuagrOW
and David Carman each singled
and doubled. Grogan helped his
cause by contributing a single.
Two games in the Pony
League found the Indians
whipping the Dodgers 8-3 while
the Phil, slipped by the Astros
I-2
Lindsey Huspeth pitched for
the Indians and allowed only
three hits while fanning nine
batters. Keith Tabers singled
twice white Don McCuiston
picked up a single for the only
hits off of Hudspeth.
David Taylor picked ups pair
of singles for the Indians while
Bob 'Thurman, Hudspeth, Mike
ry Jones and Kerry
Murphy, Ja:
Thompson all added singles.
Ken-y Redden, Ronnie Gibson
and Micky McCuiston all pitched for the Phil, in their
nightcap victory.

Kevin Barrrett singled twice
for the winners while Mickey
McCuiston doubled. Other hits
for the Phil, included singles by
Redden, Brain Chapman,
Ronnie Gibson and Mickey
McKeel.
For the Astros, Donnie
Winchester, singled twice while
Jeff Dunn doubled. Other hits
included singles by Sims, Craig
Klein, Andy Ryan, and Mark
;7.
7
.
7
Thornal:
Tonight's Pony League action
will find the Mets playing the
Indians at 6 p.m, while the
Dodgers and Orioles play in the
nightcap.
In the Kentucky League. the
Cubs play the Reds today.
The Little League All Star
game is set for tonight at 6:30
p.m. at the Benton City Park.
TENNIS
DUBLIN — Mark Cox of Britain topped John Yuill of South
Africa 7-6.,34, if intrie Men's
final of the Irish Open Tennis
Championships while Australian Margaret Court captured
the women's singles title, de
feating Britain's Virginia Wade
6-3, 6-4.
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RECEIVES PRIZES-Oaks Invitational tournament chairman
Bobby Ftke (left) presents champion Wally Young with a new set
of clubs and a trophy. Young captured the title by eight strokes by
'over Nicitols of Princeton who was second with a 144.
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By
Mike Brandon
Flavil Robertson, president of the Pony League, has announced
_
the All-Tournament team for that league.
The Indians placed five men on the team, tcludlflg undhey
Hudspeth, Bob Thurman, Jay Hill, Mike Wells and Mike Murphy.
Four members of the Orioles were selected including Paul
Robertson, Tim Lane, Jeff Oakley and Terry Vance.
Joel Smith, Keith Tabers and Kenny Adams were selected from
the Dogers.
Two Mets, Darrell Foster and Tommy Chavis, were selected to
the team while the Astros placed one man, Raymond Sims,on the
squad.
Two Orioles, Kevin Shahan and Ken Perldns, were named as
alternates as was Ken fleawilen of the Dodgers.
The team will play against Paducah National Thursday night
at 7 p.m. at Noble past hi Paducah
OriLinally,the tearooms*waiiiebeduled for Calvert at,,.
Speaking of All-Star games,the American Legion game still has
yet to be played.
It was originally set for this past Thursday but it had to be
postponed.
League officials hope to play the game sometime this week.
Stantran Murray, Union City, Paris, and Benton will meet the
--cruiinpions, Paducah.
Vsague
The game will be played in Brooks Stadium,
Murray players on the team are Keith Pyle,Dan Thompson ald
Mike Cathey
The Little League All-Stars will be in action tonight at 6:30 p.m.
against the stars from Hardin.
l'he game will be held at 6:30 p.m. at the Little League diamond
at the Benton City Park.
Hardin has fielded a fine club and the game tonight should be a
real battle.
Depending on what sport you are listening too, there were three
things everybody has been talking about.
Of course the big local event was the Oaks Invitational where
Wally Young, played like the course was built far Menasha inwipt
through the 36 holes finishing eight under par.
Then there are the St. Louis Cardinals, one of my favorite
topics.
The El Birdos are only two games out of first, but in the imone game behind
portant loss column, the Cardinals are only
the first place Cubs.
And then there is Nolan Ryan, who the Mets let go to California
for practically nothing.
In case you didn't notice in today's Ledger and Times, the ace of
the Angels' pitching staff threw his second no-hitter of the season
and struck 17 batters.
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TROON, Scotland AP) Torn Weiskopf, the world's newest golf hero, continues to be
puzzled by the Troon links,
even after winning the British
Open Golf Championship over
the tricky seaside course along
Scotland's western shore.
Following his record-tying 12-par 276 Saturday, Weissaid quizzically: "I don't
understand this course at all."
Prior to the tournament over
the 7,084-yard, par..72 course,
Weiskopf voiced his displeasure
with the layout. But his attitude
mellowed with a constant
stream of birdies.
Despite his original hostility,
VieiiA.)pf.ged to sin convincingly, equalling the bestever score for the 113-year-old
event, set on these same Troon
links by Arnold Palmer the last
time the tourney was played
here in 1962.

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Wally Young missed a three
foot putt for a birdie on the 18th
hole yesterday afternoon. But
he didn't get very upset about it.
Young tapped in his putt for
the par five to give him a two
under par 70 and the championship of the Oaks Invitational at the Oaks Country
Club in Murray yesterday.
For all practical purposes,
last year's defending champion
of the Oaks Invitational had the
tournament sewn up after the
first round Saturday.
A blazing six under par 66
Saturday had given the former
Murray State golfer a four
stroke lead entering the final
round.
Sunday. it was only a matter
of formality as Yaiing was the
only golfer to match or break
the 72 par course.
Ony twice in the 16 hole
tournament did Young pick up
bogies and both of those times
came yesterday in the final
round.
Young twice came close to
picking up eagles Sunday on the
back nine.
On the 16th hole, Young hit a
chip shot from 25 yards that
just missed the cup and the 22

- year old Murray State senior
settled for a par
On the 18th hole, Young's
approach shot from about 70
yards out hit on the green and
rolled right over the cup, before
stepping three feet away and
setting the stage fort- the missed
birdie putt.
Young's 136 total for the 36
holes easily surpassed the
tournament record of 141 set by
Vernon Marcouleir set in 1971.
Last year, Young captured
the title by shooting rounds of 70
and 74 for a 144 to edge Scott
Nall Jr. who had a 145.
Waht was the difference
between this year and last year
for Young'
"I finally managed to just put
everything together," Young
said after the tournament.
"Ususually.I putt well and hit
the ball badly or else I hit the
ball well and putt badly. This
time, I managed to put
everything together the way it
is supposed to be." Young
added.
Young's most amazing
performance came on the front
nine Saturday afternoon.
The native of Freeport.
Illinois, fired an incredible four
under par 32 for the first nine
holes of the tournament.

Beaman Captures Title
At The Shrine-Robinson
ROBINSON, Ill. (AP) Deane Beman, noted for his
brain rather than his brawn in
six years on the PGA tournament tour, says in winning the
$125,000 Shrine-Robinson Golf
Open he has completed his convalescence.
Beman, who underwent a
delicate arm operation earlier
in the year, said that he now
feels as if he is playing solid
golf again and -that feeling
well is really more rewarding
to me than winning a tournament."
The former amateur champion, who left a successful insurance business in Washington, D.C., to join the pros at the
,age of 29, flashed a closing 67
Sunday to take the 0.000 first
prize by one stroke.
Beman totaled 271-13 under
par on the Crawford County
Country Club course. It was his
first tournament victory since
the Quad Cities Open last year.
Bunky Henry, who went
broke after winning only $455 at
the Hawaiian Open earlier this
year-his entire earnings for
the season-and took a month

off from the tour to find a sponsor, shared second place with
Bob Dickson.
Dickson, winner of the Andy
Williams San Diego Open this
spring, and Henry pocketed
$11,562 each for second place.
Both made a final charge,
closing with five-under-par 88s
to card tournament totals of
272.
Here are the final top ten
scores and money winnings:
Deane Semen
$25,000
Bunky Henry
$11,562
Bob Dickson
418-11$46-272
$11,582
Charles Courtney
$5875 _ _
Larry Maw
71-72-6447-424'
$5,125
George Archer
84,250
Andy North
;4,250
Billy Ziobro
$3,395
Labron Harris
$3,395
Bob Lewis Jr.
$3,395
71-417-68-70-278

By BLOYS aRrrr
AP Auto Racing Writer
It was a good weekend in
Roger
auto racing for
McCluskey, Peter Revson, A.J.
Foyt...and Team McLaren.
Driving one of the Britishbuilt racers, Revson captured
the British Grand Prix, becoming only the second American
in two years to win one of the
international Formula 1 events;
McCluskey drove an Americanized version of the McLaren
to victory in a 200-mile Indianapolis-type championship
race at Cambridge Junction,
Mich., and Foyt wheeled a
Chevrolet to first in a companion 200-miler, to the absolute
joy of 47,700 sun-drenched ,
spectators.
Not only that, Johnny Rutherto
second
finished
ford
McCluskey in the Michigan
race, also in a McLaren; and
Revson's McLaren teammate in
Formula 1, ex-Indianapolis
driver Denis Hulme, finished
third in the Grand Prix.
A 300-mile Grand National
stock car race scheduled for
the Trenton, N.J., 11.2-mile fairgrounds track was rained out
and reset for Aug. 5. Bobby Alwon the pole.position for
that race with a speed of
131.707 mires .arilair711.
Chevrolet.

A hard rainstorm hit the area
later in the afternoon and
golfers were halted for over an
hour.
Most of the golfers agreed
that the rain had little affect on
the course, except to make the
greens a bit slower.
"The rain slowed the ball a
little but it wasn't enough to
affect my game any," Young
said
"If anything, the rain made
the course a lot harder today
and gave the ball a lot more
bounce."
"The course was in really
great shape and the greens
were excellent."
Although the nearest man,
Jon Nichols of Princeton was
eight strokes behind Young, the
Oaks Champion felt the competition in the tournament was
strong.
"Actually, 1 think the competition this year was much
better." Young assessed.
"I just happened to get lucky
itt that first round it made it a
lot harder for everyone else to
catch up with me," Young said.
Following Nichols' 144 was
Murray State golf coach Buddy
Hewitt who took third place
with a 145.
Joe Inman and Johnny
Campbell each carded 145's but
Hewitt won a playoff to take the
third position in the championship flight.
Don Cothran of Hardin took
the championship in the first
flight.
Cothran had rounds of 72-76
for a 148 to edge Don Frizzell
who carded a 151.
Winner in the second flight
was Cliff Cowan of Benton who
had rounds of 73-80 for a 153.
Carl McGhee was the runnerup
In the second flight with a 157,
Chris Heater of Calvert City
won the third flight with a 163
Jimmy lareb_and
Pakr*e each"had 1641.
The fourth flight was claimed
by Ronnie Danner of Murray.
Danner had a 163 to claim the
first position by six strokes over
Doug Willoughby.
Winner in the fifth flight was
Bob Hall who had a 175.
Young Lee Stewart played
some fine golf and captured the
title in the Junior Division,
SreWirt Med rounds of
for a 158 to claim the top spot
while Tim Philpot's 164 earned
the runnerup position.
Championship F
Wiliely Young
Jon Nichols
70-74-144
Buddy Hewitt
70-75--145
Joe Inman
72-73-145
Johnny Campbell.
72-73---145
Jerry Caldwell
73-14-147
71-77-148
Jim Brown
74-76-150
ROy Cothran
74-76--150
Butz Taylor
72-79-151
Bobby Cronin
74-77-151
Gary Wallace
77-75-152
Torn Muehlernan
79-73-152
John Querter mous
77-76-153
Steve Du Perr ieu
Dick Brown
1243-455.
Johnny Livingston
earnan Hood
73412--1577442-1511
TOmmy Whittemore
/7-112-158
Steve Barger
81-78--159
Cameron Love
80-80-160
John Walker
77-91-146
Wafter Powell
First Flight

dondo Beach, Calif., posted an Don Cothran
average speed of 131.75 m.p.h. Don Frizze41
for the 198.11-mile Grand Prix Bob FM*
race
McCluskey, 42, posted an average speed of 161.146 m.p.h.-in
beating runner-up Rutherford
by about 24 seconds in the
Michigan championship race.
McCluskey followed his first
championship victory of the
season by chasing Foyt bane
later in the day in the stock car
race. He made up almost a lap
on the legendary Texan, closing
his Plymouth within about six
seconds at the end.
McCluskey's payoff in the
championship race was $17,252
and he collected $3,826 for hi5
second-place finish in the stock
car event-for a $21,078 payday. He now has won more
than $140,000 for the season.
Foyt, auto racing's all-time
money winner, was paid $6,846
for his 28th stock car victory
and what he estimated to be
about 300 triumphs in all types
of racing cars. His 200-mile
speed was 134.429 m.p.h.

Weiskopf, who never had won
a major tourney before arriving here, had been red-hot this
year, taking three events on the
U.S. circuit in,two months.
The prize money for the British Open winner was a modest
$14,300. But victory in the prestige-laden event carries a host
of endorsements and other
fringe benefits which should lift
Weiskopf, who a few years ago
couldn't afford to play as an
amateur, into the select million
dollar class.
He began the final round with
a one-stroke lead over Johnny
Miller, 26-year-old winner of
Appointed Chairman
the U.S. Open.
Toronto
Miller made a strong bid. So
TORONTO 4 AP
did Britain's Neil Colman&
advertising eire..-:***7.faarle.a.
wired Jack Nicklaus.
Baker has been _gesointed
Miller and Coles shared secchairman of the Board of
ond place at 279,1hree shots
Trustees of The Jockey Club.
back. Nicklaus was fourth at
Revson, a 34-year-old New replacing E.P. Taylor, who re280.
I
Yorker who now lives in Re- signed during the weekend.

• 72-76--148
74-77-151
76-77-153

75.78-153
Russ Cochran
74 81-155
Mickey Boggess
78-77--155
Rudell Parks
77-8O--157
Bob Brown
78 813-158
David Duke
83 75-158
Chip Sloan
758.4-159
J P Parker
7882-160
Van Bryant
77 83-160
Carl Converse
79 81-160
Tim Miller
79 81-160
John White
81 80--161
Graves Morris
81 81-162
Dwain McIntosh
78 84— 162
James White
82-81--163
Wayne Gualtney
15 88— 163
Freddie Sanders
87 81-168
Chad Stewart
85-84-169
Jeff Brown
85-85-170
Jim Lassiter
83.89-172
Clay Darnell
8786-173
Ralph McCuiston
85-95-180
Jim Neff
Second Flight
73-80-153
Cliff Cowan
79 78-157
Carl McGhee
80 78-158
Wilburn Sins
79--158
79
Jiggs Lassiter
8080-160
Dick Stacey
8081-161
Mitchell Story
8082-162
Paul Henderson
76-86--162
Don Robinson
79-84-163
John Box
79 84-163
J M. Stewart
78 86 164
Larry Hamm
80 84- -164
Tom Poore
81
83- 164
James Stagg
84 81 - 165
Bill Thurman
80 86— 166
Joe Warren
82 86--168
Dick Harvey
81 87 --168
Bill Read
Jerry Austin
8682-169
Jimmy Burkley
John Edwards
Gene Gordon
Marvin Ketring
Gil Morrison
Mike Hobbie
Max Walker
Purdorn Lovett
Ken Calebs
Jerry Hopkins
Carl Ford

87-87-169
85--169
7991-170
83-88--171
8289—ill
86 88-174
85-89-174
8591-176
87 90-177
93-89-182
91-97-188

Third Flight
8083-16)
Chris Heater
83 81-164
Jimmy Lamb
79 85-164
David Palmer
84 81-165
Brooks WatsOn
79 86--165
Jerry Atkins
8581-166
Hubert Hurley
85 81-166
Kenneth Palmer
82 85— 167
Rex Kluesner
85 82-167
Mike Morgan
84 84-1611
Conley Lomkin
86 84--170
Charles Caldwell
84 86-170
Wilson Beck
87 84-17)
Joe Emerson
85 87-172
Tommy Hamlin
84 88— 172
Jim Neale
86 86-177
Yancey Watkins
8588-173
Livingston
Sam
8588-173
John Mc Cage
90 84--174
W.A. Franklin
87 87-174
Steve Keifer
8688-174
John Loy ins
83-89-174
Gayle McGregor
87 88--175
Tommy McNeely
86 89-175
Bill Seale
8986-175
Jerry Upton
8889—ill
Carl Hamm
89 89-178
James Hurley
8892-180
Macon Blankenship
8893-181
Woodrow Holland
91 93--184
Ted Lawson
83 104-187
Stan Key
9896.---194
Keith Hayes
98 100-198
L.D. Miller
Fourth Flight
8083-163
Ronnie Danner
9079-169
Doug Willoughby
Ted F tor ita
85 86-171
78 83-111
Ronnie Hutson
78 93-171
Ronnie Hutson
Danny Hamm
7,8 94-172
Dick Orr
85 88-173
85 89-174
Clayton Hargrove
81 94-175
Robert Day
8887-175
Lee Hook
8393-176
Burt Flatt
88 88--176
Gene Housdon
H. BMW!)
90 94-18,4
90 94—lid
Wally Ford
Holmes Ellis
87-98--1115
93-92-183
Bill Tanner

90 95 185
Oscar Turner
91-96- 187
Joe Darnall
91 99-190
Irvin Hunt
94.i00--194
Macon Hutchens
99-96.-- 195
Russ Mann
105 106- 211
Terry Arndt
Fifth Flight
90-85--175
Bob Hall
9187-178
Cloys HeOdersOn
6192— 179
R B Morgan
93 88-- 1111
Cary Miller
Mon Statlins
9587-182
88 89-177
Paul Beard
9? 85-177
Bob Giles
89 89-178
Clyde Roberts
87-93-179
Kensey
Teddy
Frank Perlman
88 92-180
Ed Jones
85 93-181
Joe Duke
9092-182
Conrad DePriest
92 90-- 182
Stan Hargrove
92 90 -187
Mickie Morton
Ciaudie Hoagland
9093—Is)
93-90-- 183
Dirwood Kinser
9096— 186
Thomas Burt
97 90-- 187
John Childress
93.94-189
Bob Lamastus
94 96-190
Rob Miller
99 94 - 193
W B Withrow
100-93-193
o H Hutson
Keys MOody
106 101-207
Gene Burkeen
104 106-210
Donnie Danner
106 107--213
109 106-215
Bill Bogard
Billy Brandon
105 110-215
Billy Crouse
114 105-219
Junior Division
Lee Stewart
75 83-158
Tim Philpot
8044-164
Howard Boone
83 84--167
Gary Sullivan
85-85-170
K evin CYA:11;gfel0
79.94-173
Lynn Sullivign
8299-181
92.96-188
Greg Story
101 104-205
Jim Thompson
Anthony Fl e
98110-206

In Men's Softball action
Sunday afternoon, ParkerMcKainey won the first game
with a score 14-13 over Murray
Moose Lodge.
Mosse held the lead the attire
game until Parker scored three
runs to tie and win the game in
-the bottom of the seventth inning.
Boyd, Blue, and Burgett
slammed three hits each for
Parker McKenney while Jones
was four for four for the losers.
Hopkins and Boyd slammed
home runs.
Parker-McKenney then
turned around and took a victory from Dexter with a score 61. The winners took an early
lead and stayed ahead the
attire game
Burgett again carried the big
stick for Parker-McKenney
with three safe hist. Thorn also
had three hits for the losers.
In the third game, Benton
downed Shirley's Garden
Center 12-10.
'
Benton took the lead at 6-3
after two innings incrbild-lt:-- Johnson helped his team wore)
by slamming a home run.
Jones and Henley had three
hits each for Benton while
Adams had three hits for the
opponents.
The Calloway Cubs picked up
a win from the Douglas AllStars in the nightcap with a
score of 12-4.
Calloway's first four batters
scored and put them ahead.
They never were behind for the
remainder of the game.
VICTOR Y WAVE-Wally Young salutes the gallery around the
Williams, Nall, Clayton,
18th green yesterday as he captured his second consecutive Blankenship and Brandon each
championship in the Oaks Invitational. Young fired rounds of 66-70 had three hits for Calloway.
for a new course record of 136 hole for the 36 bole tournament.
Woodsen had three hits for the
losers
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon I
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WEST SIDE OF COURT SQUARE

Nickel
SHOE SALE
.M8 Now In Progress

FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN
Shoes on racks for easy shopping.
BUY ONE PAIR AT REGULAR PRICE...
GET ANOTHER PAIR FOR ONLY 5'11

• No Lichanges • No Refunds

OPEN FRIDAY NIGHT

• AD Sales final
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Advisory groups
cost $25 million
By JAMM CARY
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON — The federal government has advice
corning out of its ears.
By the latest count it had
1,439 advisory committees in
existence as of Dec. 31, 1972.
That's 24 more than last year.
And unlike the kind you get
from your wife, this advice
doesn't come free. The total
cost for the committees in
1972 was $25,215,882.
The average cost was
$15,508 but a few had no expenses at all and one — the
Department of Justice National Advisory Commission
on Cruninal Justice Standards and Goals — ran up a
bill of $1,750,000.
The government didn't always know this much about
the advice it gets.
Not very long ago it wasn't
even certain how many of the
commissions, committees
and other advisory groups
were still active, how often
they met, whether they were
still needed or in some cases
why they were started in the
first place.
So in February, 1962, President John F. Kemedy issued
an executive order estahligbing regulations for their use.
This helped, but not enough.
Again in June. 1972, President Nixon issued an executive order rescinding earlier
advisory committee regulations and establishing a centralized management system
located in the Office of Man-
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Tire Safety Group Gives Gladiole Can Stretch Your Flower Dollars
Tips On Summer Driving

Beautiful, rlinIetabla' ver- to five gladioli with their own
satile and long-lasting gladioli foliage or ti leaves arranged in
are in plentiful supply in July, a slim vertical design are
August and September for particularly suited to anrrow
2. Examine your tires for any budget-conscious women to wall areas, or for placement ot
Washington, D.C.—By turcuts, bulges or knots. Should enjoy inside and outside the ehs side of a picture or mirror.
&gement and Budget.
ning on the air conditioning, or
Last year _Congress also__
you find any, remove the tire home.
Pinholders are ideal holders for
air,
fresh
little
a
getting
passed the Federal Advisor/
have it examined by an
arid
motorists can avoid the
Available in almost every arranging gladioli in either tall
Committee Act, which Presifrustrations during the hot and expert.
imaginable color and petal slender containers or low, open
3. Remove any foreign matter
dent Nixon approved and
muggy days ahead. And a little
shape, glads easily adapt ones.
signed On Oct. 6.
For a living room, seven
for the tires will also which may have become themselves to every kind of
air
fresh
The act, as of this year, will
trapped in the tread grooves.
a lot of
avoiding
arranged with slat foliage
colonial,
in
aid
modern,
glade
—
home
require an annual review of
frustrations.
summer cottage or city aparteach advisory committee by
4. Never "bleed" your tires
"One of the most persistent
ment — and to a multitude of
its parent agency to deterwhen they are hot after uses, says the Society of
safety
and
car
tire
in
problems
mine the following:
will
They
driving.
prolonged
in underinflation," says Ross R.
American Florists.
their
Whether it is carrying out
Ormsby, Chairman of the Tire eventually return to
Gladioli may be used alone,
its purpose, whether its reSafety Council. normal pressure.
Industry
with their own foliage, or with
ice."
"summer
for
out
Look
5.
sponsibilities should be re- "Underinflation
causes an
other flowers such as carvised, whether it should be
build-in of heat in a Sudden showers mix with the nations, daisies, pompons or
excessive
merged with other advisory
the road
tire, and heat is its worst oil and grime on
stock for a centerpiece for
committees and whether it
causing a light film and
enemy."
dining outdoors, or buffet or sitshould be abolished.
"hydroplaning"
about
Ormsby notes this problem is bringing
dinners indoors. Glade are
down
and drive
Such problems are not envery evident during the sum- conditions. Slow down
equally "at home" when
conditions.
to
to
according
tirely new. The government
mer months when families are
displayed on porches, patios,
has always attempted to use
The Council also notes that and in hallways, living and
longer trips, and
taking
the advice of experts to help in
vehicles are often overloaded. uncierinflation can add a strain other rooms.
conducting its business.
strong recommendation of on the car's motor as there is
One
While gladioli foliage may be
President George Washingis for motorists more road resistance, cutting used alone, ti leaves, caladium,
Council
the
apHe
first.
the
was
ton
driving long distances at down on potential gas mileage. salal, magnolia leaves or other
pointed an advisory commit"A good way to realize foliage, available also at your
prolonged high speeds to inflate
tee to assist him in dealing
greater gas mileage, tire life local florist, add contrast and
square
per
pounds
4
tires
their
with the Whisky Rebellion.
auto and increased safety is to slow texture that will make your
the
above
inch
Nearly every president
manufacturer's recommended down," Ormsby points out. "All arrangements
inmore
since has used than too, but
Inflation levels found in the drivers should realize the cost teresting. SAF offers these
it's doubtful if there was any
owner's manual, but never to factor, both for economics and gladioli-use suggestions:
understanding that they
exceed the maximum level safety, is greatly increased for
For dining outdoors at sunset,
would proliferate as extenthe car going at 70 miles per arrange them in a shallow bowl
found on the sidewall.
have.
they
sively as
The Council also offers the* hour compared to one traveling with daisies and snapdragons,
at 50 mph."
summer driving tips:
Some committees even
for a lovely centerpiece.. For
Inflation should always be dining under the stars, arrange
seem to have a capacity for
1. Make sure your tires have
cellular division. Two new
not worn to less than 1-16 inch in checked when a tire is "cool," them with pompon mums and
committees established by
any two or more adjacent tread or before starting out on a trip. -stance at the base of a
the Power Commission last
also advisable to check the hurricane lamp. Horizontal
depth grooves. Replitif-Tai!
year, for example, promptly
mediately if they have worn to pressure with an individual designs of glade with their own
spawned 28 subcommittees.
hand gauge as service station or other foliage, in low conthis danger point.
towers are often inaccurate. tainers, are especially apair
"wear
built-in
have
Tires
not
is
However, the trend
a mental note of how propriate for dining tables.
Make
smooth
as
appear
which
bars"
necessarily onward and upbands across the face of the much additional pressure each
Always remember that at a
ward endlessly.
tread when it has worn to 1-18 tire needs, and add air at the seated table the flower
Last year 211 new commitinch. Another method for local service station.
tees were created, but 187
arrangement should be low
checking tread depth is to take a
were also terminated.
enough so it doesn't obstruct the
inflation
proper
for
need
The
Lincoln-head penny and insert it
That's only.an ,increase of
view of people seated opposite
Into the tread groove. If the top was dramatically pointed out by each other. If you are using a
24.
Who knows, the time may, - of Lincoln's head is visible, then researchers of the National • large container like a soup
Business Council for Consumer tureen or a large bowl, keep the
come when there is an actual - the tire should be replaced.
Affairs, U.S. Department of flowers short in height but
decrease.
Commerce. Their surveys extend them out the sides so you
found that underinflation from 4 have horizontal proportion
to 12 psi cuts tire life from 10 to instead of vertical.
percent. The Council
40
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY
For an indoor buffet, glade
estimated that even a tread loss arranged with celosia in a round
k 4 of 5 per cent could be costing
container, or arranged with
'41k
the American consumer as miniature carantions and
much as $150 million annually. glossy magnolia leaves in a low,
The _Tire Industry Safety rectangular container, will add
Counell also points out thatja much color.
addidon to increasing tire
For and entrance hall, three
proper inflation can mean
better traction and braking,
easier steering and better
cornering.

would be -striking in a low
rectangular brass container.
For a coffee or end' table,
gladioli florets (individual
flowers taken from the stern)
may be floated in a small bowl
for a decorative touch.
For a porch or patio, add a
bold and dramatic accent with a
dozen colorful gladioli in a large
container with appropriate
foliage, such as variegated

euonymwi or privet.
Select containers with plenty
of width because gladioli stems
and buds expand in water, SAF
adds Each gladiolus stalk has
flowers that gradually open
from the bottom up. As the
lower flowers mature, remove
them to permit more water to
reach the top buds and bring
them to full bloom for your
longer enjoyment.

When someone you love is far
avvay,reach out and touch,_them
with your voice.

Dial them long distance. And when you do, dial an
economy call the One Plus way. There's no cheaper way to
call them long distance.
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1973 Desun To Be Given Away!
,ok

COUPON SAVINGS

Cou ncil
Chairmen
Appointed

k

Seven prominent business
leaders have been appointed to
chair the seven program
councils of the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce. J. Ed
McConnell, Louisville, Kentucky Chamber President,
announced the council chairmen today as follows:

APIAt

BOONE'S
COUPON SAVINGS

LaMemoi
le
al

)
W1111113
iMEND

SLACKS &
1 TROUSERS
ea. 49;

9g.

Citizen Participation in
Governmental Affairs Council—Chairman Clyde M. Webb,
Vice President-External Affairs, Ashland Oil, Inc.,
Ashland
Economic Development
R. E.
Council—Chairman
2
Bisha,
Vice
President
k 3 Executive Department,
SI Louisville & Nashville Railroad
Company, Louisville.
Education Council—
Chairman Robert E. Gable,
Olt
yw, chairman of Board, Sterns Coal
& Lumber Company, Inc.,
3 Stearns.
Management-Labor
ri
Relations Council--Chairnuin
Jim Hulsman, Plant Manager,
This 1973 DatsUn 1200 donated to the Murray Jaycees by Murray Datsun,
American Standard, Inc.,
; IncI nc to be giveniiiirat the Murray-Calloway County Fair July 21, 1973.
aintsville.
Taxation Council—Chairman
—The tickets for the 1971 Datum, donated by Murray Dotson.
Kenneth C. Davis, Senior Vice
Dolman
The
them.
on
date
wrong
the
Inc., to be given away lyave
President, Kentucky Finance
he given away Saturday eve nine. July 21, 1973.
Company, Inc. Lexington
Total Community Developtient Council—Chairman
Herbert J. Smith, President of
the American National Bank &
Trust Company. Bowling
Green.

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
July 31, 1973

11)
M
(

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
pod Good
(Pi

(111)

s
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:11;

Program of ElYnts

EKE
e
01*

MONDAY, JULY 16, 1973
7:00 P.M. — Official Opening
7:30 P.M. — Beauty Contest

1.

TUESDAY, JULY 17, 1973
_19_:9Q.A.M.. 7 Jersey Cattle Shows
7:00P.M. — Rock Music Nigtit

thruLJ

COUPON SAVINGS
Matter of tact, we're so confident
Of its effectiveness. we guarantee this free servic• with our
Sanitone drycleaning.
As your S•nitOne
Master Orycleaner, we're proud
of our reOutation and our work
Colors come to life, fabrics feel
softer, garments look better and
last longer
See us for tree guaranteed
Sanitone mothproofing

DRAPERIES
-20% Off pRrMd
Bring

any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
July 31, 1973

0
4

COUPON SAVINGS

SHIRTS
LAUNDERED
4for 99

Kentucky Travel Council—
Chairman Garner B. Hanson,
President
and
General
Manager of National Park
Concessions, Inc.. Mammoth
Cave Hotel, Mammoth

CALORIE COUNTER_
ST. PAW. (Al),
Market
hers_lor....13.a4isaton.
Norahern, the nation's largest
grain hauler. figure tile 8 5
pm tons of wheal earriad by
the _railroad last, year woutd
•Makaalmost 18,7 billion loaves
1 .4 of bread. or more than 20 ini-42
.
W47
.3::C.C*...
1
iv:C.412C4CACC:CCA.:*#:A:4::#24K.4:4:320.3.3:4.3C41
tial calories worth
:

July 31, 1973

Being any

number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your-cleaning to
Boone's, Cleaners
Coupon Good thru
July 31, 1973

BOONE'S
Available At Alt Boone's 6
Convenient Locations
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SALE NOW IN PROGRESS
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Through Wednesday July 18
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Come around to the back door of our stock room and choose from thousands of yards of materials.

NEVER BEFORE SUCH LOW PRICES...NO LIMITS!!
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FREE GIVE AWAY
Register for FREE
--Electric Scissors
—Miss High Scissors
—F'inless Pattern Holder
be given away Wednesday,
_ To
.
July 18th
Last Day of Sale

cREA,a.
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,1111
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SPECIAL FABRIC•
GROUPS ...
REGROUPED & REPRICED
"
11
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Music Is Outstanding Feature Of
Outdoor Drama 'Wilderness Road'

Down the

STAMPING OUT
HIGH PRICES

arden Path
By Ms. W. P.WILLIAMS

-

ents and real
The plaintive and moving have real instrum to capture
tine of the outstanding
stage
on
ns
musicia
e
Lonesom
"Jesus Walked This
features of the producfelt was
Valley" with tenor soloist the honesty we
Road,"
truthful
ness
the
for
tion of "Wilder
ry
necessa
by
backed
Dunne
-Richard
Paul Green's outdoor, historiad •• chorus expresses the plea for production we wanted. Lewis
drama, currently playing to life as words cannot, as does the Lamb, the fiddler, came to
Some perennial seed can be takes at least two hours of
Inat
es
It
audienc
enthusiastic
equally moving question "What auditions and played for us.
now. By fall they will be steady sprinkle in one place to
sowed
Berea,
dian Fort Theatre in
Man," sung by was exciting; all of the people large enough to put in a per- soak down to the roots. Su
of
Soul
the
is
Kentucky, is the use of soloist John Cook.
who were waiting in the outer manent bed. Delphiniums are cultivation, mulching and water
authentic, live music played on
111 in all the program for room suddenly appeared in the among these and there are none will take even the most fragile
period instrupents by the "Wilderness Road" lists some audition hall and the audition prettier than the spikes of blue plant through the hot summer.
performance. I and lavender of this plant.
show's on-stage musicians.
Mulching of the acid-loving
25 musical numbers for the turned into a
Each night as the audience evening and the presentation of though. 'Great, but we'll never
Biennials can also go into the plants like Azalea, rhododenof
events
him and when ground. These are the plants dron is helpful and they will
watches the turnultous
those musical segments of the be able to afford
the mountain community show has been highly praised by he finds out he has to come to which do not bloom until the benefit from a big shovel full of
people caught up in the Civil critics and audiences alike. rehearsals for four weeks second year after sowing. well-rotted compost. The roots
War, the appreearance of a There is no better way to before the show opens, it'll be Columbine, Hollyhocks and are near the surface and need
group of musicians on stage capture the exhuberance of the all over.' Lewis' answer was Daisies are among these. They the protection and since complaying the music of the times characters of the people of pretty quick in coming. The can be sowed now and re-set in a post is slightly acid, it is fine for
brings to life the people who "Wilderness Road" than the next morning when I arrived at permanent spot, ready for next them. Even Dogwood will
lived the epoch-making events mometrt when the entire the office, there was Lewis and year's blossoms.
benefit from the same treatVegetable seed can also be ment. If any of these plants are
of this period of our history. company explodes into a his brother Dewey, the banjo
Sapetimes the sound is galloping, energetic square player, both ready to do the planted for a late summer showing some yellow leaves,
un&ccompanied voices singing dance. What better way for a show The morning turned into garden. Beans, lima beans, you may be sure they need some
hylsuis; at times the hymns are couple to express fun at a corn- another concert and it was at beets,carrots and even corn will acidity. Gardenias will welcome
barked by a small reed church shucking than to suddenly that moment that what we give some late returns, the same thing. There is a
plants and it
°Ian: slaves sing "Jacob's break into a clog dance.
wanted to do with "Wilderness especially if we have a late fertilizer for these
to keep
time
your
the
other
read
I
worth
fall.
well
this
is
season
Before
Ledder," a trio of women sing
focus.
Probably the most con- Road" came into
and
t
egg-plan
plant
hand.
to
that
on
Out
day
in
Walked
I
As
the haunting
sistantly appealing portion the day was over, Lewis'
Do you remember the old
ly One Morning" or a group -Wilderness Road's" muscial daughter Donna, a guitar peppers together would give a
I hymn that says:
hildren sing "Froggie Went presentation, however, is the player, had joined the show and heavier yield to both. Why?
"Thy Word is like a garden,
have no idea, but if I had a few
ourtin' " and "Lady appearance throughout the so it went from there.
y
put
certainl
would
I
Lord,
egg-plants,
"
William.
girgaret and Sweet
"And join the show they did
production of a group of inmy pepper plants.
With flowers bright and fair,
SOnetimes, the entire corn- strumentalists all of whom are indeed," Mallonee continues. them among
One important thing to
And every one who seeks may
drums,
and
buggies
with
pilny.
"Many times when we wanted remember now during this .pluck
ly talented.
extreme
the
to
on
rousing expressi
A lovely cluster there."
The Lamb family from Paint to know how something should extremely dry, hot weather, is
c songs of the Civil War
and Lancaster, Kentucky, be done, we simply asked the cultivation. -It is helpful in
There are so many songs and
Lick
luding both "Battle Hymn of form the nucleus of this group.. 1,supbs 1. this was before the preventing insect troubles and several hymns with a Garden
• tit Republic" and "Dixie", as The trio is well known in publication' of the Fox Fire aerates the soil. That and deep theme. Perhaps this one is to
aas : lesser known Con- Kentucky for their appearance books 1 and invariably what watering will help any sort of remind us to share our beauty
irth
"Bonnie
rate
at bluegrass festivals, as well as they told us was right. During plant. Please don't just sprinkle. with others who enjoy and apradio and televiwion ap- the season many of the pickin' It does more harm than good It preciate them.
g.pearances. George Mallonee, sessions with the Lambs were
of after show get togethers with
Producer
Managing
"Wilderness Road" in speaking other company members,
of their contributions to the which lead to a stronger unshow,says "It is hard to think derstanding of one another and
what 'Wilderness Road' would ultimately meant a better
be without the Lambs, all three production of 'Wilderness
You can build a mwe Productive.
of them. On stage they add an Road.'"
( Dr.
FRANKFORT — The Ken- that ot health officer
more protitabas daily turd by us.
authenticity that one cannot
Keck ), administrative perPoem Sues
ing MBA's
Health
District
River
tucky
laay; they enjoy doing the show
; a supervising nurse and
consistently. COI -be.--aserewDepartment, formed as of July soruiel
and their enjoyment is apparent
NASA technician
mental health
an
environ
district
1, is the stafe's newest
in their performance. Off stage
supervisor. Dr. Gabbard exioner
Commiss
says
unit,
health
they have given other members
that concentrating adof Health William P. McElwain, plains
of the company an untive functions in one
ministra
be
M.D. The district will
derstanding of the music and
office will enable the health
KABA Technician
and
Hazard
in
rtered
headqua
the people who play it, that just
ionals in county health
will cover Knott, Lee, Letcher, .,profess
hone Murray 153-2984 ----couldn't come any other way.
to devote their full time
Centers
Wolfe
and
Owsley, Perry
"I remember when the
towards providing
efforts
and
complete — Lambs joined the company. It
Counties. It will operate health
By taking advantage
Banana
n,
tional
Hindma
Interna
Hazard,
In
The
centers
ing
breed
we last year, the first year of
district
be held August 15- ”&attralle, Whitesburg, of the economy of scale
service
tke - new production, and the Festival will and
the
have
ents
departm
f
Fultori
South
nevi and C,arnpton.
director and I knew we had to 18 in Fulton
capability of providing more
and will feature top name
At the first meeting of the
at a lower cost-perperformers in popular and District Board of Health on July services
smaller county
than
service
was
2, C. William Keck, M.D.,
country music.
units can
All shows will be in the Fulton appointed health officer. Dr.
For instance, the Lake
High School Auditorium. The Keck is a field professor of the
and District was able
Cumberl
s
Princes
College
y
University of Kentuck
International Banana
the number of
to
increase
G)
NE
PRINTIN
(FORMERLY VALENTI
pageant will be held Wed- of Medicine and will be serving
weekly clinics from nine to 16 in—
SERVICES, INC.
G
PniNTin
R
On
the
NCWISTE
p.m.
8
at
between
1-0FIII
15
DIV.101
contract
Aug.
a
under
nesday,
A
its five-county area, in lust one
Thursday at 8 p.m., the feature district and the College of
tely upon
ly
Medicine. Mildred Gabbard, year's time. Immedia District
IsliTki- MeI Tiflis, national
WHILI-Yett-WAFF
its formation, the Fivco
of
artist.
n
chairma
western
elected
was
country
M.D.,
1 TO.1,11.11 COPIES
known
set up family planning and preLionel Hampton and his Inner the district board. Dr. Gabbard
-"----111111T411&-ANDi Catneriltiiity-capy:Oaly.
natal clinics in Lawrence
Circle of Jazz will perform was health officer in Lee,
County, which had not had these
0UP1.ICATING
Friday at 8 p.m. The Fred Owsley, Clay and Jackson
prior to the district's
services
3
at
last
appear
retiring
before
will
Counties
Waters Group
n.
formatio
p.m.
8
December, after 32 years'
p.m. Saturday, and at
SCANT COMMUTER
Saturday, the Village Singers of service to public health in
CYCLING
Kentucky.
Aurora will perform.
CAMRFUDGE, Mass. (AP,
All members of boards of
health in counties joining in a — Although sale of bicycles .in
PET •BOAR
district health department the United States in 1971 excars by
DRINKS KOFOLA
become members of the ceeded factory sales of
PRAGUE (API — A forester district's board. A district more than 2 1/4 million (8.9
in Rabstejn in the Pilsen Dis- health department is formed by million bikes versus 6.5 million
cars(.-the bicycle has had neglitrict tamed a wild boar for a
nt of the fiscal courts in gible impact on commuter trafpet The boar's favorite drink is agreeme
fic, Arthur D. Little Inc rekofrila, the Czech version of individual counties.
Kentucky River is the fourth ports. The automobile still accola, which he drank out of a
5044 MAIN STREET — PHONE 753-4662
bottle. Lidova Demokracie district health unit to be counts for 82 per cent of trips to
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
organized in the state. The and from work, while public
Daily said
.1•0•11111001111•7•NWININI,
others, their counties and dates transport and _walking accounts
of prganizing are: Lake for most of the remainder
But. adds the research firm,
Cumberland (Clinton, Cumtraffic, the biberland, McCreary, Pulaski for trips in city fastest mode
may be the
•
and Wayne Counties), on July 1, cycle
of travel In one recent study
1971; Northern Kentucky
with 25 bike-car commuter
(Campbell and Kenton Coun- time trials over different routes
•
•
ties), July 1, 1972, and Fivco averaging five miles bicycles
(Boyd, Carter, Elliott and won 21. cars 3 and there was
SLACKS
Lawrence Counties), on Feb. 1, one tie
—
TROUSERS
1973.
GET VOTERS
(2-Piece)
To provide for district staff
Plain SKIRTS
INTO COMPUTER
salaries, the State Department
FRANKFORT Ky.. 1,0)
SWEATERS
of Health has allocated ad- One headache in Kentucky is a
ditional funds to the Kentucky massive voter reregistration
•
ea.
C
River District, over and above program under which the state
•
Big bells,
those which would have been plans to computerize all voter
central point
distributed among the six rolls. There is no
pleats, maxis, suede trim extra.
y on votcurrentl
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informat
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_tpounty health units. The
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er
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Kentucky River Becomes State's
Newest District Health Unit
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Central Shopping Center
Store Hours: 9 A.M.-9 P.M. Daily
12 Noon-7 P.M. Sunday

OFFER GOOD-THRU_WEDNESDAY

COLGATE
TOOTHPASTE

Expires 7/18/73
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Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
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7'e House Plants Should
Be Given A Vacation

AO/

fikaftirrak
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Give your house plants a on to the under sides of the
summer vacation from interior leaves. Check again before
(*orating and they will show bringing them back indoors in
Look in the section in which you a good hand: you must.
*Kir appreciation by being the fall.
your birthday comes and find make your own "breaks."
Iltintiger and handsomer next ..Consider carefully the
what your outlook is, according SAGITTARIUS Of - winter, sips tfas "Botiety
location of your plant ''resort."
stars.
to the
4 Nov- 23 to.PIN-4.)
Americattitiorfilm-7---`7.
Group cacti and succulents,
Give consideration to ideas
ARIES
amaryllis and gernaiums
and methods that "clicked"
They don't ask to travel far — together in the full sun. Give
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
before, and could again. Add a
Mars highly auspicious. Step bit of glamor to presentations. just as far as your garden — but azaleas, Christmas cacuts, and
the summer respite from orchid cactus partial shade.
forth, assert yourself with Be optimistic.
household chores gives them a Foliage plants in general prefer
confidence, bargain astutely, CAPRICORN
to relax in the sun, full shade.
chance
tackle anything you know to be ( Dec 22 to Jan 20) 1
0
within your capabilities.
To keep watering to a
Saturn influences benefic. In breathe some fresh air, and
TAURUS
dealings with others, stress take a soothing "dip" in natural mimunum when the plants are
( Apr. 21 to May 21) tietii/' sportsmanship and fair play. A rainfall. By autumn they will be set outdoors, place the pots in a
In minor matters, be as day for lofty aims and rested and invigorated enough bed of peat moss or sand . .just
to weather another winter in- enough for the rim to show
and benevolence.
ambitious
equally
doors.
deliberate as in big ones, so that AQUARIUS
above the soil. Surround the
The Society suggests that base of the pot with cinders or
cogs will be in place and the ( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
wheel may turn as swiftly as it
Be wary of overdoing or homeowners put as many gravel for drainage. This
hand. potted plants as possible outside method of planting prevents •
your
can on this auspicious day.
overplaying
Evaluate true needs, determine now that the weather is settled rooting over the rims or through
GEMINI
11- essentials — and tackle in order and warm. To fill the gaps in the drainage hole.
4
) May 22 to June 21) 111
You will not approve of some of importance.
— your interior decorating use
Normal summer rainfall will
trash flowers and cut greens. reduce the need for watering
extremes being suggested. PISCES
CZ
Vest flowers are in plentiful but prolonged dry spells
Speak up, voice your disap- )Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Alternating influences, supply during the summer naturally will make the plants
proval — but calmly and
logically. A fine chance to use mostly on the bright side. Avoid monts, so take a few from your thirsty Since their roots are
gloom and peskjinisrn. There garden or ask your florist about
your diplomacy.
confined, they can't reach out in
should be no receding to the
buys. search of moisture
flower
best
as
CANCER
,
forward'
Look
yesterdays.
Rhododendron, eucalyptus and unrestricted plants do.
June 22 to July 23)
YOU BORN TODAY have scotch broom are ideal fresh
Lunar influences indicate
An actively growing plant
harmony in most areas. If some inconsistencies in your greens for summer decorating. may need fertilizing during tbe
you
hand,
one
the
On
nature.
difficulties should arise, oldTo help flowering and foliage sunpner. Either a liquid or dry
fashioned horse sense should are studious and intellectually plants get maxium benefit from plant-food may be used acinclined. On the other, you have their summer "vacation," SAP
help you solve them.
a great interest in monetary offers these preliminaries and cording to the manufactories
LEO
direction. Finally, give Use pots
affairs and could become a
( July 24 to Aug. 231
precautions:
occasional half-turn daring
an
which
-in
—
financier
skillful
Your forceful expressions are
Discard plants which have the summer so the plants won't
usually potent assets but case you may put your outlived their usefulness, ingrow too much in one direction
emotions may tend to reach the scholarly aptitudes and in- cluding those too big for their
highly
are
— toward the sun.
You
aside.
terests
boiling point now, so guide
,'titer this kind of "vacation,"
energetic, and would make an indoors niche and which cannot
speech and self dexterously.
excellent organizer or business be reduced in size by pruning. If says SAF, your plants will be
VIRGO
also suc- you prune, to promote sym- strong and healthy when it
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 111P%. executive; could
to metry or to reduce a plant' size, comes time to take them back
energies
your
direct
cessfully
to
tendency
Curb a current
wait seveal weeks for its to indoors around Labor Day.
the
or
literature
stage,
the
"borrow" trouble. Tact and a
write, it recuperate before setting the
firm handling of your program world of art. If you
be along plant outside.
can control situations and bring would probably
lines.
scientific
Root-bound house plants — Old coin find
or
historic
due.
you the dividends
Birthdate of: John J. Astor, those which need more growing
MOSCOW
11_1 1311—A
LIBRA
merchant, financier; Eldridge room — should be transfeered bulldozer uncovered a clay
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Erie to larger pots. Use a potting vessel cqntaining several
Your planets, generously Gerry, Amer. statesman;
lawyer,
Gardner,
Stanley
mixture of three parts loamy hundreci 17th century coins
a
you
give
should
aspected,
actor.
Cagney,
James
writer;
soil from the garden and one near the Latvian town of
optimism.
great feeling of
almiera. trie Tam news agency
. • •
feel YOUR PERSONAL
part organic matter or peat said.
you'll
Accordingly,
HOROSCOPE
FOR 1973 For a pervenal 110-0•941
moss.
unusually energetic. But, forecast
The coins, made at the time
on health, %wealth, love and
remember, you don't HAVE to marriage. send 51 00 plus ZS canes in
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endance
fest
College Stu4elits In
Lakeland Area P-rogram Passes Million Mark

1

College students from eleven
midwestern and southern
universities and colleges are
supervised
providing
recreational programs this
summer for thousands of
visitors to Land Between the
Lakes, TVA's big outdoor
recreation area in west Kentucky and Tennessee. Sevenmostly
students,
teen
--(ecreation majors, are participating in a work-study
program which enables them to
receive college credit while
gaining practical experience in
their chosen field of study.
A favorite with vacationers to
Land Between the Lakes is the
supervised recreation program
that is organized and Implemented by intern student.
Each year campers who visit
the three large family campground in the area enjoy a
wide range of planned activites
which run the gamut from
campfire programs and nature
walks to scavenger hunts and
living history programs. Other
students assit in workshop
training programs for teachers
and students within the 5,000acre Environmental Education
Center. Interns are also
assisting in the information
section, working on new trail
rysterns, doing historical
research and running tests on
the water supply and sewage
treatment plants.
This summer students will be

working in two new recreation
programs. An arts and crafts
program will be held at each of
the family campgrounds and a
day camp program, conducted
by interns, will be offered
Monday through Friday in Land
Between the Lakes.
The internship program
continues for a total of 12 weeks,
during which the students are
assisted in their work by the
TVA staff in Land Between the
Lakes and the participating
universities. The diversity of
programs and facilities at Land
Between the Lakes provides
college students unique opportunities to gain a working
knowledgs about their future
professions that they could not
obtain in the classroom.
Universities and colleges
participating in the program
are North Carolina State
University, Murray State
University, Western Kentucky
State Universtiy, Seethern
Minois University, Arkansas
Polytechnic College, Grambling
University, Texas A. 1. M.
University, the University of
Iowa, Indiana University, Mt.
and
College,
Holyoke
Hopkinsville Community
College. Each year the number
of universities participating in
the program becomes more
diverse, indicating the important role Land Between the
Lkes plays as an educational
field laboratory

WASHINGTON, D.C. There are 600 tobacco plants
growing in homes and yards
throughout the District areathere are thousands of Kentucky crafts in houses and
apartments throughout the
nation-there are one and a
half-million people who know a
lot more about Kentucky from
first-hand information and
millions more who have had a
glimpse of the Commonwealth
through the news media.
It all happened here in one
short week as Kentucky was
presented as the feature state at
the 1973 Smithsonian Follilife
Festival.
The tobacco plants were
given away the last day of the
festival and there was a mad
scramble to claim what the
people of the eastern seaboard
had come to feel was a prize
possession.
A large cardboard carton has
reached the mail room of the
Department of Public Information tourist and travel
division, stuffed to the brim
with questions about Kentucky.
A tractor-trailer loaded with
Kentucky crafts was brought to
Washington by the Department
of Parks, only a few cartons
returned to Kentucky and
thousands of orders are to be
filled by Kentucky craftsmen.
Musicians and craftsmen, a
tobacco auctioneer and tobacco

Satellite aids firelighting By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service

predict earthquakes by exam- • -hatted with the withdrawal of
ining quake "fault" regions .• water and, conversely,
from 270 miles in the sky. Hut - quakes can be triggered by
the injection of water beneath
the Interior Department's
fLults."
U.S. Geological Survey
Raleigh says the experi1USGS ) already may have
ments were spurred by a rash
beaten Skylab to the punch in
of minor quakes plaguing the
man's quest to foresee and
Denver, Colo., area in the
perhaps even control apmid-1911111s. •
proaching earth tremors to
"It was found thif.Ltheee
save lives and property.
quakes were related to the
USGS scientists claim the
pumping of liquid wastes into
first phase of a field experideep well at the Rocky
a
e,
ment to "tame" earthquak
Arsenal near DenMountain
has been completed succeme
ver," the scientist explains.
fully in the Rangely oilfield in
"The injected liquid triggered
northwest Colorado.
seismic activity along a subThe scientists, with the cosurface fault zone near Denoperation of Chevron Oil Co.,
ver."
conducted experiments to
minimize the violence of
quakes by pumping and withdrawing water through wells
that penetrate a quake fault
zone deep beneath the oilfield
surface.
"The experiments to turn
quakes on and off artificially
LOUISVILLE, Ky. - With
have been conducted at
prices as high as they are,
food
Ftangely since late 1470," says
of us may have at one
some
Dr. C. B. Raleigh, of USGS's
National Center for Earth- time or another thought how
quake Research, Menlo Park, nice it would be if we could live
without eating.
Calif.
Well, we can't, at least not for
"We have found that numerous small tremors can be long. But other members of the

The forest blaze, one of the
oldest threats to man and his
planee.hes a modern-day enemy in one of man's newest
weapons -- space technology.
Instruments sensing conditions when and where forest
and brush fires are most likely to start have teamed up
with the Earth Resources
Technology Satellite (ERTS)
and a bank of computers to
give the California Division of
Forestry (CDF)a "fire index
measurement"from a remote
unmanned relay station near
Sunol, Calif.
The experiment to pinpoint
the "hottest" fire hazard regions has been so successful it
is being considered for other
forest regions of the nation. It
also has sparked interest in
using the unique system to
monitor air pollution.
William lanes, forestry division research meteorologist, says knowing where fires
.see most likely to ignite and
heir they might behave is as
vital as the men and the
ANTEATER HAS
equipment to fight them.
TONGUE. NO TEETH
The Sunol station to estabNEW YORK i AP) - The
lish the fire index in remote
giant anteater's nozzle-shape
areas is doubly important, he
snout can be more than a foot
adds, because it provides uplong, but its mouth is no wider
to-date readings in the past
than the head of a thumbtack.
made by forestry men as one Book
•
World
according to The
of their countless duties.
Encyclopedia
Innes points out that when '
The animal has no teeth It
break out, forestry per- fires
licks ants off the ground with its
often are pulled into
sonnet
tongue. which is like a sticky
the fighting line and can't
worm
monitor their areas or report
to their headquarters on the
threat of other blazes.
(I HATE JOKES ua THAT!
"
By JAMFS CARY
The new three-dimension
News Service
Copley
sensors
on
based
system is
developed by the CDF and the
WASHINGTON - CommuNational Aeronautics and
nist China is negotiating the
Space Administration's Ames
purchase of at least two and
Research Center, Mountain
maybe more entire American
vewind
View,Calif., to check
one an ammonia
factories,
locity and direction, air templant and the other one or
perature, relative humidity
more installations to manuand fuel moisture content, a
facture man-made fibers.
measure of the flammability
It also is demonstrating inof forest floor litter.
interest in buying
creasing
Under an agreement beheavy U.S. equipment.
tween Ames and the forestry
tiasl Illtiodnehha
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sam
'...vister, and the hundreds of
others that made up the Kentucky staff, are still wondering
why they are overnight
celebrities. Each offered
bustling metropolitan
Washington a unique picture of
another way of life.
There is an Indian blanket in
Kentucky, traded for 20 twists
of tobacco. The trade took place
before an Indian teepee in the
festival area following a visit
from the Indians to the Kentucky barn where chiefs
received hands of tobecco from
Parks Commissioner Ewart
Johnson, who shared in the
smoking of the symbolic pipe of
friendship.
Probably the highest compliment given to the Kentucky
delegation, (and there were
many), came from the National
Park Police who in saying
farewell commented "You are
the friendliest people we have
ever met."

WAN
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
$10.00. DOWN And . $10.00. per
month will buys large wooded lot
at Keniana Shores. Lake accesscentral water-all weather
streets. Phone 436-2473. August9C
COUNTRY LOTS; trees, water,
fireplugs. Extra large. High and
dry after rains. $3500.00. Phone
August6C
Sam Harris 753-8061
WATER FRONT large lot, a
choice area, Phone 436-2427 after
J18NC
7 p.m.

Cave Fish Lives For
Two Years, No Food
animal kingdom have somehow

managed to come close to doing
it.
Animals that live in caves
must be accustomed to going
without food for long periods of
time because there is very little
food available in the dark
stillness of a cave.
Dr. Fred Whittaker, a
Louisville
of
University
biologist, reports that he and a
colleague; Dr. Loren G. Hill,
now with the University of
Oklahoma, kept a spring cave
fish alive in an aquarium for
two veers without feeding it.
The spring cave fish is small,
about 3 inches long when full
grown, is light brown in color,
Is
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In case of an
ik you for your

KENIANA SHORES-Large
wooded lots for sale-as little as
1896 with $10 down & $10 per
month-central water-lake accessall weather streets. From New
Concord drive North East on 444
five miles and follow ICeniana
July
signs to offtee.
ON KENTUCKY Lake; four
large bedrooms, 2 baths, large
kitchen and living area, breakfast bar, fireplace, central heat
and air, boat dock, large patio.
$35,000.00. Phone 436-5574. J2AC

AUTOS FOR SALE

-

SERVICES

OFFERED _

Another View

ALUMINUM SIDING trim and
gutters. We cover all exposed
wood. Custom fit trim. Baked
enamel aluminum siding. All
aluminum gutters and down
spouts. Free estimates. Phone
MERCURY COMET-1962, four 753-8783.
AugustSC
door hardtop, $250.00. Phone 489J16P PAINTING-INTERIOR, ex2174.
terior, and sheet rock finishing.
VOLKSWAGEN-1971 Super- All work guaranteed. For free
beetle, 44,000 miles. AM-FM estimates phone Sammie Atkins
radio. Local car. Extremely Painting & Decorating 437clean. Highway miles. Phone 753- 4534.
July 20C
J18NC
8740.

WANTED TO RENT

CHEVROLET-1959. Excellent
tion. Phone 753-7792 after
DOCTOR MOVING to Murray :00p.m.
J16C
August 15, wants to rent or lease
three bedroom, two bath home
for qoa year. Prefer fenced back BUICK WILDCAT-1967, double
yard..No children. Reply to P.O. power and air. Highest offer.
J16C Phone 753-7530 or 7534016. J17P
Box Ir,Murray.
_

LARGE BRICK ranch home,
three bedrooms, built-in kitchen,
wall to wall carpeting, drapes,
11,42 blocks from campus. Attractive terms available to
couple who will manage six
rental rooms in rear of building
1626 Hamilton. Phone 436J17C
5479.

THE ANNUAL MEETING

WEST KY. RURICTELEPHONE
COOP.
Will Be Held

Saturday, July 21 - 7 p.m.

aaiierk ef.E1LEi

•Papering
•Painting
•Paneling
•Ceiling Tile
Complete Home
Remodeling
FREE ESTIMATES

at

Old Mayfield High School Auditorium
Reports Will Be Presented by
P. L Finks and Bethel Richardson

7-16

Bill Houghton

OLDSMOBILE 88-1965 with air,
and brakes.
power steering
753-0961
WANT TO BUY used furniture, Radio, good tires. A-1 throughout.
any condition, no appliances. 1965 Chevrolet is ton pickup, 8'
July 23C bed, 6 cylinder, no rust, above BUSHHOGGING.
Phone 753-8378.
Reasonable
average condition. 1969 Mercury rates. Phone 753-3943..
J17C
air,
WANT TO BUY one used-tem- Marquis, two door hardtop,
porary electric service pole. power steering and brakes. AMarea. FM radi9, lady driven. Real nice. WILE: DIY barn painting and
Shores
Lakeway
perfect
Reasonable price. Write Wilbert 1969 Cadillac DeVille,
commercial spraying. Rusty
Lane, inside and out. New tires. Must be roofs a speciality. Phone 753-0400
Yokel, 718 Groen
all
are
These
Schaumburg, Illinois, 60172, 312- seen to appreciate.
or 382-1299.
August 13C
J16C locally owned cars. Phone 753894-1920.
J16C
=10.
WANT TO BUY

FOR RENX

WaR6A1E

CRI5I5

DATSUN-1972-1100 coupe with
vinyl top, automatic transmission and stereo tape player.
In excellent condition. Price
J16C
$1700.00. Phone 753-7930.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

STOP!!
pportunity Knocks

NOTICE

Nh )TICE

NOTICE

* DIRECTORS WILL BE ELECTED
* FREE DOOR PRIZES
* ENTERTAINMENT BY CELESTIAL
SOUNDS AND KENTUCKIANS

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

INVESTMENT
Let extra income make payments on an extremely nice
home. On main floor are three bedrooms, Pi baths,
formal living and dining rooms, large paneled family
room, complete kitchen with birch cabinets and family
eating space, extra large utility room with cabinets and
walk in closet. Central air and heat. Near campus. Walk in
basement has 6 rental rooms, completely furnished. Out
of state owner will sacrifice this lovely home below cost.
Phone 436-5479.

ROY HARMON finish carpenter.
Houses trimmed -cabinetsformica tops-doors-etc. Quality
workmanship. Phone 753YAMAHAS-125 mt, 125 Enduro,
August 11C HI NEIGHBOR! Tried Blue 175 Enduro. 125 Penton. Three
0790.
Lustre for cleaning carpets? It's
1957 GMC panel
super! Rent electric shampooer bike trailer.
Phone 753-9761 or 753$1.00. Big K, Belaire Shopping truck.
316C
J21C 8167.
Center.
FOR SA1.E

Earn $10,000, $15,000,
$20,000 or more a year your
very first year. We will
send you to school for 2
weeks expenses paid, train
you in the field, selling and
servicing established
account.
business
Guaranteed income the
first month. Must be over
21 years of age, have car,
bondable, ambitious and
minded.
sports
Hospitalization andsion program. Equal opportunity company. Call
collect for appointment.
Les Morris
Cemilmental Inn
- Paducah, Ky.
443-8994 Mon.,Thee., Wed.,
bIP a.a.and p.m.

HELP WANTED
AVON IS calling you. We're
Imildog for people who lfae
paepte-and like making money.
Call 443-3366 or write Glenda
Duke, Box 3247, Paducah,
J16C
Kentucky 42001.

CAN YOUR HOME ESCAPE??
c'
GET RID Of

PESTS

ROACHES
Carry Germs
SPIDERS
Are Poison
TERMITES
Eat Your Home

Help Wanted
Night Shift Cook
Full time. Dependable.
Apply in person at

AMENICAN COCICAOAPit
BELTONE FACTORY fresh TWO SOWS with pigs, also
GARAGE SALE, 1616 Main. hearing aid batteries for all make chickens for sale. Phone 753J`6C
Three bedroom house and all hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. .118C 6940.
Watch For.
J16P
furniture.
two
TRAILER,
HOUSE
mowers, $39.95
stones
RIDING
USED
STEPPING
CONCRETE
bedrooms, 10'x50'. Three blocks
Hazel Hwy.
VACATION IN the great out- and concrete splash blocks. and up. Murray Supply, phone
from college on private lot.
Company, 104‘ 753-3361.
Augut!t8C
Lumber
trailer,
excellent
Murray
doors!
Camping
Available immediately. Phone
MSC
Oil Your
condition. Phone 753-6183. J16C Maple Street
J16C
753-7833.
Grecian
SPECIAL 5' fiberglass one piece HELP WANTED at
Shrubs?!
Steak House. Apply in perGIRL'S BICYCLE,26", about 14 REDUCE SAFE & fast with tub, $172.60, white and colors. son.
J17C
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
"water
E-Vap
753Murray
Supply,
&
Tablets
GoBese
years old. Excellent condition.
living room, kitchen, bathroom
August8C
"Holland Drug Store, 109 3361.
J16C
Phone 753-0241.
and shower and bath. One or two.
* J18C
NEED MORE income? Want
bedrooms. Zimmerman ApartSPECIAL 34":32" one piece extra spending money? Earn
Also
1973
PRIX-1973.
GRAND
18th
753Street,
ments, South
Clean rugs and fiberglass shower stalls. Special while working part time. Set your
Grand Sport Torino. New Ludwig SAVE BIG!
July 28C
6609.
Blue Lustre $112.00. White and colors. Murray own hours. For information
with
"1.
upholstery
=
litfr
set.
Phone
after
753-7832
drum
August84:1 phone 753-1470.
shampooer $1 Supply, 753-3361.
electric
AtiguaLl5C
Rent
PAVEMENT ANT
J19C
5:00p.m.
for
men,
ROOMS
SLEEPING
Kwik-Pik Market,Five Pointfurnished, private entrance, air
.121C
Phone
753- WANTED BABY-UTTER, days.
TWO MALE beagles.
s.
conditioned, refrigerator.
SPECIAL PRICE on AKC
J17C1 Must furnish references. Phone
53Mafbw 2:00 p.m.
puppies.
Zimmerman Apartments, South
registered poodle
J16P
TIRES: FOUR J711-15 Gulf deluxe
753-8928 after 3:30 p.m
16th. Phone 744809.
Blacks, apricots, silvers and croiM -Ooyester.
July 21C
practically FRELPUR=211 - cubic- - foot,
whites. Dewermed. Phone 753- new"---_-Mt
-lidlifi half trea IIPACIC Good 091alluon- 1175-Af"EXECUTIVE SECRETARY for
J16C Good buy. Phone 753-7406 after Mow 753-4782.
6379.
J17C national health agency. PerBUSINESS BUILDING. Phone AGENTS WANTED. Earn money
J21C
slivE0F101 .
manent position. Liberal holidays
TOWOLR itOST euna
J17C in spare time. No investment. See
-753450Scr 753-1513.
G.E. REFRIGERATOR,
13
Melody-12'x50',
travel
HOME,
Must
1
and
MOBILE
vacations.
:stomp .em ...spray'em-and still the."sigh'''swavenr.:
Rosebud Sykes, Murray Hat- green. Air conditioner; chola
two bedrooms. Frigidaire skinny- county area. Expenses paid. 443insects can be found in the cleanest households.
J20C saw; 1961 Thunderbird car;
chery,406South 4th.
Ward
lisoliamary
dryer. Couch 8603 Monday and Tuesday, 9:00
and
and
washer
mini
FURNISHED HOUSE
motor boat. Phone 436-2197 after
The newest homes have crevices and crackt
1103 GIOStnut
stud 10 gallon aquarium, corn- a.m. to 4:00 p.M.for inapartments. Near university.
Only
J17C
8:30 p.m.
admit and conceal wood ticks, silverfish
cal
Wednesday
that
Sale.
J16C
piete with fish. Phone 437-4312 or terview.
Newly decorated. Boys or girls.
SERVICES OFFERED
10 percent Cat all Returned
roaches and all the other -iseh" insects.
J17P
437-4517.
Phone 753-7575 or 753-0689. July
00005
NCNB Today For FREE
WANTED DAY help with elderly.
Open till 7 OD F. Ad
Wtiatican you do about it?
24C
FOR ALL your additions, 1967-750 Norton. Phone 753Inspection
1493.
J2OP
753Phone
Street.
Vine
507
SCHNAUZERS,
MINIATURE
or
residential
emodeling,
Locally
*lased
and
J18P
coats.
shed
old.
3581.
5%
Non
weeks
ercial. New or old. Free
brick
home,
W0 BEDROOM
grarden
Mrb
izraed9
t
operated for N years. We
self 1971 MOBILE home, Equity and Idsid with children. Melody-Ayre
Call 753-6123.
TFC,JOHN DEERE combine,
can be reached 24 hours a
carpet, drapes, built-in oven and timates.
A-1 condition take over payments. Call for Kennels. Phone 901-232-8327 or FULL TIME or part time pizza
propelled. In
8t
Phone
day.
J19C 642-1938.
range. Attached garage and city
.117P appointment,753-7284.
J19C makers, night work. No ex753.3914
LOCKSMITH Service. Phone 435-5311.
water. Nice country home with ROY'S
Personal
perience necessary.
TFC
Phone Paris,642-6551.
MOBILE HOME 12'x55', Skyline.
couple only.
ORMS-GiLson-Hoover and interviews only. Contact Mr.
air
two
Wall
carpet,
to
wall
miles north of Murray on HighHoliday brands I am now taking Charles Wynn at Pagliai's Pizza,
REFINISHING & 1968 TRIUMPH 650 motorcycle
way 641. $135.00 a month. Phone JERRY'S
J18C runnuriMMERVICE
J18C conditioners. Miller gun type oil
J16C 510 Main.
s. Phone 753-3593.
Built Furnffure, 6 miles Phone 753-7780 or 753-5265
Custom
furnace, about $10.00 per month
436-6479.
J24C
641.
Hwy.
on
Hazel, Kentucky
Murray
South of
heat cost. Underpenned. Tied
LIGHT PLASTICS
Jerry McCoy, as..(5021 492- GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears down against storm. Utilit 18' FIBERGLASS Mark Twain
boat, 150 H.P., 1-0 Mercury
FOUR BEDROOM brick tame, 8837.
TFC seamkss gutters, installed per
MANUFACTURING
F.
=
house, shrubbery, duo-matic cruiser. Fully equipped. Phone
gas furnace, $110.00 per month.
HEART OF AMERICA
specifications. Call Larry washer. Phone 753-7489.'Irox
your
762-2504 8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m., PLASTIC & SUPPLY CO.
1000 Sharp Street. Phone 901-232- R
ASPHALT Paving. Quality Lyles at 753-2310 for free Meadpws Trailer Court.
J16C Monday through Friday.
We Have A
I 5011 EX!.sN1101M. CM (WI Tit
J24C
J18C .
9668. No students.
TFC
work guaranteed. Business and estimate.
rioN INTO TINS AKEA. WE WELL
F.-.
ISINI
ol)
1E11.0
%I
III
1•FOINT
‘
estimates.
Free
residential.
HOME, 12'x60', LARGE BASSINET with liner ✓AIL AS OUR EXCLUSIV MINMOBILE
MOBILE HOME, 12'x55', fur- hone day or night Mayfield 247Cat TUNER.
KIRBY VACUUMS-The shag Richardson. In Riviera Courts. and mattress-like new. Two all Ieostresv
OFFERS.
TFC
nished except electric. Located 7201.
any
to
Earrr T•ierrtmir.
adjusts
that
Phone
specialist
6:00p.m.
rug
after
753-8854
student desks, single bed. - Contracted Aerations
wood
near swimming pool. Trailer 21,
Phone 492-87
carpet. New and used vacuums J16C
Inntiediste Ineerne
J18C
Phone 753-2443.
at Riviera Courts. Phone 753- ILL DO trash and, brush
1111111110M111011101141011111111
Can he Operated Aoll yr Port Tittle
for sale. For demonstration
J18C
:vet
Stiocure
Vim
From Mqtruyarruileb=71.
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone phone Mike Hutchens, your local TOY POODLE, male, AKC
recitont Etteerkere Neeesiian
-f
No
BOY SCOUT uniform, size 12.
JOAN COLESON is now working
TFC
753-6130.
lour Fort Itcouliod
- 5, NcIlIng
Kirby distributor. 753-0752 or 753- registered, silver, seven months
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest at the
J18NC
Income
Potential Front 88010*
Phone
753-6955.
Kut' n Kurl Beauty Salon,
air
APARTMENT,
_ _FURNISHED
Jul31C old, housebroken. Good with
11511.151 Per Month
0359.
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
Wednesday through Saturday,
- 13/03.011 to It1/0.1.110 0141.
- Conditioned, one bedroom. FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
13th Street, "every day you delay
children. Phone 435-5643.
J16C 16' BASS boat, motor and trailer.
Required tor 110,1014.1r)
8:00 a.m.-5:00. p.m. Phone 753eldners 31.41 I ..midele Traiwittu
Couples or single boy. Phone 753- installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
lets bugs have their way." A ug4C
TRAVEL TRAILER-1970,
Program
753Phone
1682 for appointment.
fully
J18Pequipped.
J26C
3139 or 753-4084.
Two
HOUNDS.
BEAGLE
FICI.L
INFitIt11%TtnN
Aristocrat 12'. Sleeps six. Has gas
.118C POE
7252.
T Ill S5
Giving Full Nome. Addreas and
stove, refrigerator and heat. Also medium size and one small.
SI
Telcii:oorii NI,,,,,tic
HOUSE TRAILER, air con- BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
J16C
If You
interested phone 753-0437 Pbowe 753-4581.
If
toilet.
t IOC*
111.511? trt,
J16C
and
dirt
753-6496.
fill
ditioned. Phone
also bank gravel,
&
PLASTIC
stieri.v
co.
TV Towers
J16C
or 753-5670.
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138 or
•
'SS
,
HUNDRED tobacco
CONI
1.551 v.,rr:it
& Antennas
AUTOS FOR SALE
TFC
354-8161 after 5:00p.m.
J16C
Lowest Prices Ever
IS
TRUCK LOAD sale Thomas A. stiqks. Phone 753-3375.
Please Phone
MUSIC
conTHUNDERBIRD-1965
TV Service Center
LY Edison air conditioners. 10,000
PROFESSIONAL
CARPETS
last
(
edition,
Your
vertible, limited
Central Shopping Center
PIANO TUNING and Repair. ORR ELECTRIC, electric motor
Carpet BTU,$184.25. 17,000 BTU,$233.00.
series of convertible Thun- steam cleaned Phone
Phone 753-5865
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered repair and sale. New Concord
23,000 BTU, 1972 HONDA C1'70. Phone 753BTU,
$260.62.
,000
TFC
.
J16C
derbirds). In excellent condition Master 489-2504
craftsman Piano Technician Road, phone 753-8114. August9C
$285.00. 26,000 BTU $318.40. Roby =93.
641 PET Shop. Cocker Spaniel Guild.
with air conditioning, power
TFC
Benton,
68,
Highway
Sales
Pest
and
TERMITE
Irish
KELLY'S
new
and
steering, new disc brakes,
t-_
17C
July
PuPPies
and
'
Kentucky.
'
Chihuahuas
WASHER
AUTOMATIC
South
100
753-3914
Setters. Phone 753-1862 or 753- PIANO TUNING -Repair
top and tires. If interested please Control. Phone
If No Results:
electric
stove.
Phone
753&dee Jones
July 24NC
11457.
phone 753-3415 before 5:00 p.m. 13th Street, "Every day you
serexpert
Prompt
rebuilding.
117C
6015.
Phone
is now employed at
VERNON'S BOOT & Shoe Store-and 753-8756 after 5:00 p.m. J16C delay lets bugs have their
Rebuilt
TFC Western Store and Shoe Repair. ri.sammimmeamemmosw IRISH SETTER, 9 months old. vice. 15.years experience.
way."
Many Bonny Salon
pianos for sale, Ben W. Dyer,
Now open at their new location
$50.00. 1962 Pontiac Tempest, fair Murray, Kentucky, Phone 753CHEVROLET-1970 Suburban,
753-3142
REPAIR Service. on Arcadia, off 641 North, acr
Before 5:00 p.m.,
436.JOHN'S
Phone
0 condition,$25.00.
TFC
•
8011
four wheel drive, four speed
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and from Central Shopping CenJ16C
oat
0
.
range
Then
transmission. Dual.
TF
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or ter. •
!AWT_IittWINIP
PEST CONTROLtransfer case. Power steering
TFC
4
afitt'
- --John Deere
SPECtlit 14.1-110
/LAOS
nights.
753-7625
and brakes. New tires. Contact
and
SEAMLESS ALUMINUM glitbest TO iNircbatrol LOST- .PR E
THE
1
R4-41-T
FOR
Tom Reagan, Tabers Body Shop,
-Intl' 6:30 p.m.
number 48tithirimos-velfr.aetorRe guwithlar service and termite control call sunglasses at Storey's or Savters. Baked on acrylic finish.
J17C FOR YOUR building needs7534134.
Com;
,
CO.
;-..1.UMBER
while
or
for
Exterminating
Call
July
years.
15
for
Through
$1965.00.
Guaranteed
return.
Please
Store.
Superior
Drug
Rite
0
remodeling additions, new or old,
TFC Phone 436-2311.
Murray pany. 753-7266
.
free estimate Dale Campbell 753- a
120C.
53.3361$.169500.
lmAL‘,1 supplyyy 71asts
ar, Tenn
ryevi
u4k
le,
P
'
mea
i-:
k
MUSTANG 1968, black, 289 four large or small jobs. Call 753Supply,
July 20C
August1X •
July 25C 7775.
.117C 7955.
speed Phone 753-6142

JERRY'S

BAGWORMS•

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

Is Now An Official Ky.
Inspection Station

eR

SERVICE TRUCK for
- FARM SERVICE.-

_

Happy Birthday
NEIL

Your Paper

Paper Carrier
First

0 SAWDUST

753-1916

0

5649.

Atter:53P p.m.

0

11FLIVERT

j

753-7278
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Nixon's Former Lawye
Admits He Raised
Funds For Defendants

Hunt For The
Killer of Mayor
Is Intensified

Nine Youths rlenelodges
Dies Sunday At
Are Facing Local Hospital
Drug Charges

Miss Burlene Hodges of
PRFSTONSBURG, Ky.(AP)
Murray Route Five was calmed
- An intensive investigation
CADIZ, Ky. ( AP) - Nine by death Sunday at five a.m. at
continues in this Eastern Ken- youths were to be arraigned the Murray-Calloway County
tucky town, in connection with this morning and warrants Hospital.
prop
shooting death of Mayor were issued for at least seven
was
it
the
that
She was 42 years of age and
WASHINGTON (AP)- Her- the belief
George P. Archer. One source others in connection with a her death was due to combert W. Kalmbach, President andnecessary to discharge
close to the investigation said drug raid conducted in Trigg plications following an extended
Nixon's former personal law- what I assumed to be a moral
in
arisen
had
today state and local author- County Saturday.
that
he
today
n
edged
obligatio
illness. She was a member of
yer, acknowl
ities "have presently a suspect
the Pleasant Valley Church of
raised funds to pay the original some manner unknown to me
Eighteen others were freed
who is strongly suspicioned to
seven Watergate defendants but by reason of earlier events,"
Christ.
on bond following the raid by 25
be involved in the murder."
Miss Hodges was born March
denied any prior knowledge of Kalmbach said.
the
body was discovered Law enforcement agents at
Archer's
1931, in Calloway County and
the Watergate break-in or its
10,
dibeen
had
I
"The fact that
clinic at the Cerulean Rock Quarry.
medical
a
near
the daughter of the late Jeff
later cover-up.
was
rected to undertake these acnorthern edge of the town
County officials said Hodges arid Easter Stockdale
Trigg
Kalmbach's prepared testi3
No.
2
and
tions by the No.
Thursday night. Funeral serv- the additional arrests were Hodges.
mony was made public while
men on the White House staff
ices were conducted Sunday. planned in the next two days.
White House aide Richard A.
The deceased is survived by
made it absolutely inquesd
Former Gov. Bert Combs, U.
continue
faced
sisters, Mrs. Ave Kiger of
Moore
three
in
held
being
those
of
Names
my
to me that
Julian Carroll and Fayette
Wilson, Murray High Field
Gov.
th
Freeport, Pa., Mrs.
RP
tioning at the Senate's televised comprehensible
New
right,
to
left
are,
s
Sunday
activitie
Jail
band
County
in this regard could
MAKING PLANS for summer
Robert Stephens the Trigg
, and James
president
Judge
County
Band
Thompson of Murray
Murray
Watergate investigation. Kal- actions
Dorothy
n,
McMulle
Martha
night were not available.
in any way Commander, Joe Sills, director of bands,
were among the dignitaries
mbach was to follow him to the have been regarded
Route Three, and Miss Lavelle
bands.
of
director
he
,"
as improper or unethical
Light, associate
State Police Detective Leroy Hodges of Murray; four
present.
witness stand.
Archer, 57, a prominent sur- Poole said the nine, all from brothers, Thomas, Noah,
"My actions in the period im- said.
Kalmbach's prepared stategeon and three-term mayor, the Ft. Campbell and Clarks- Owen, and Buck Hodges, all of
mediately following the breakname
by
of
identify
raising
not
the
did
ment
was shot through the heart. ville, Tenn., area were being Murray Route Five.
in which involved
Several residents who live near held on drug-related charges.
funds to provide for the legal the persons he referred to as
Funeral services will be held
the clinic on Kentucky 1428 redefense of the Watergate de- No. 2 and No. 3 men on the
Bond was set at $10,000 each. Tuesday at two p.m. at the
portedly heard a shot, but apfendants and for the support of White House staff.
Meanwhile, in neighboring chapel of the J.H. Churchill
The Murray High and Murray
heard a getaway Christian County, five juveniles Funeral Home.
none
parently
their families were prompted in
Kalmbach was a trustee from
hold
Middle School Bands will
car or saw anyone leaving the are scheduled to appear before
for
Interment will be in the
January of 1969 to early Februrehearsals in preparation for
directors of the West public relations director
Three
$1.6
scene.
d
State
Ruff Tues- McCuiston Cemetery with det
ee
Grady
Judge
Tenness
County
Middle
ary 1972 of an estimate
next
starting
Electric
season
the coming
Kentucky Rural
The source close to the inves- day morning on drug-related arrangements by the J.H.
million in surplus funds from Cooperative, serving Graves, University, Murfreesboro, was week. All band students that
said it was possible
tigation
meeting
n.
the
stemming from a raid Churchill Funeral Home where
at
campaig
1968
speaker
Nixon's
and guest
can are requested to attend that an arrest would be made charges
Marshall, Calloway
a
with
ned
lle. Three of the friends may call.
entertai
at
Hopkinsvi
and
Joe
reto
g
were
accordin
on
,
Nixon
these sessions,
Carlisle counties
Quoting Richard M.
he didn't believe youths are charged with sale
that
but
,
entitled
'soon,
address
s
humorou
the function of congressional in- elected at the co-op's 35th an- "Are we hanging up on each Sills, director of bands.
ons would be.
and possession of marijuana
meeting
member's
Preparation for the Band
eastigatings, the chairman of nual
other?"
narcotics while the other
College,
South
deat
ee
I
Lambuth
onrunitt
at
terpte
Saturday evening
charged with posses(
either
are
"We're
Iwo
said,
he
12-18
so,
If
Jackson, Tenn., August
its inquiry as "crucial Marshall High School.
of the same drugs.
, don't think or will be by the Murray High
informed
not
year
three
nation."
to
the
ed
of
Re-elect
welfare
the
to
The arrests in that case folacclamation were don't care."
Band. At Jackson the band will
WASHING.TON(AP)-Prow
Sen. Sam J. Ervin Jr., I).. terms by
lowed a raid at a Hopkinsville
The business session, in- have a week of intensive
Robert
and
Howard
Jeffrey
Laney B. Rhodes of Lynnville,
day
dent Nixon, in his fourth
NC., said some have raised
,
motel Friday by State Police died at his home at 9:30 a.m.
Graves County, and Coy cluding the election of directors training in marching, sections,
at Bethesda Naval Medical questions about the Watergate Colley,
was conducted by Farland and full band playing.
Mrs. Wymer ( Pauline) and local law enforcement offi- Thursday. He was 80, and a
, Marshall County.
Center for treatment of viral investigation and its functions, Copeland
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